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Foust denies
request to
drop Lynch
agreement
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Circuit Judge Dennis Foust has denied a
request to dismiss a plea agreement for
Michael A. Lynch, a Murray man who
entered an Alford plea in the death of
Calloway
resident
Cart
Douglas
McGowan. He was sentenced to 25 years
in prison.
Lynch, 29, entered the Alford plea in
connection to McGowan's death case during court acrion in October. However,
Lynch later asked Foust to throw out his
plea and schedule a jury trial. The mquest
was denied dunng court action Monday,
according to Calloway Circuit Court officials.
Lynch was initially charged with murder
in McGowan's October 2009 death by
physical assault. When entering an Alford
plea, the accused does not admit guilt, but
does atimit the state may have evidence to
prove the stated charge.
Previously, Foust sentenced Timothy
Adams, 30, of Murray. a codefendant in
the case, to 12 years in prison. Adams also
entered an Alfoid plea to an amended
charge of second-degree manslaughter and
tampenng with physical evidence in the
case. He had initially been charged with
complicity to murder and tampering

Aftermath
Pictured are the remnants of the Lodge
Restaurant on Ky. 121 North after a fire
destroyed the building early Tuesday morning.
An investigation has begun to determine the
cause of the blaze. according to Earl Hicks,
Calloway County Fire-Rescue chief.
KYSER LOUGH
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Authorities release
official identification
of 2nd accident victim
Staff Report
The second victim of the tatal Friday car
crash on Douglas Road has been officially
identified as Elizabeth Fielder, 40, of
Murray.
Calloway County Coroner Rick Harris
said Tuesday afternoon state medical
exarniners in Louisville officially identified Fielder on Tuesday after using dental
records to confirm that it was her. They

Dan Forecast
From The Itatjecial Weather Senice
Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 72. South wind
between 5. and 9 mph.
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy. with a low around 51
South wind around 5 mph
becoming calm.
Thursday: Mostly sunny. with
a high near 73. Calm wind
becoming south southeast
around 6 mph
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 52.
Southeast wind between 3 and
6 mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 72.
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Street from Memonal Baptist Church
at 10th and Main streets to the courthouse square where a brief patriotic
program is planned. Everyone is invited to come out and supi3ort the veterans. Lots of red. white and blue attire
is optional.
All veterans regardless of service or
residency are welcome to walk or nde

in the parade. Commemorative
Arnencan flags. dog tags and poppies
will be distnbuted along the parade
route by veteran volunteers. As part of
the event, fonns needed to order commemorative bncks for the Veterans
Memorial located at Chestnut Park
will he made available at the ceremony.
Event organizer Sani Wamer said
this year's event will feature participation by VFW and American Legion
and Ladies Auxiliary, Murray and

Calloway County Shehff Bill Marcum, left, ts joining hands with Caliowa
y County Alliance for
Substance Abuse Prevention, represented by Lauren Ballantyne, right, for
a national prescription drug collection Saturday at CCSO's office on Olive Street Everyone
is invited to drop off
unwanted, unused drugs at the office from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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Annual parade
set for Thursday
on Main Street

S

abuse prescription-pain relievers say they got them from
friends or relatives. Another
story concerning teen drug
abuse by the Partnership for a
Drug Free America found that
one in nine children are abusing prescription pain relievers
to get high.
"An alarming tunnber of
y.outh arc intentionally abusing
prescription medicines to get
Ballantyne said. "To
help combat this growing
threat to our nation's children,
the United States Senate has
deemed October, 2010 as
National Medicine Abuse
Awareness Month. Here in
Murray-Calloway
County,
we're taking things even fur-

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway County Alliance
for
Substance
Abuse
Prevention and Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
officials.are joining hands this
Saturday. in an effort to get
unused prescription drugs out
of medicine cabinets and away
from those that would abuse
them.
Lauren Ballantyne, network
coordinator for CCASAP,cites
a recent National Study of
Drug-Use and Health found
that 70 percent of people who •See
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By TOM BERRY
Stall Wnter
everal Veterans Day events are
coming up Thursday and
Saturday and everyone is asked
to honor veterans during patriotic
events sponsored by Veterans of
Foreign Wars Post 6291 and
American Legion Post 73.
On Thursday', VFW officials will
sponsor Murray-Calloway County's
annual Veterans Day Parade.
According to VFW Adjutant Loretta
Woods, the parade will begin at 4
p.m. and will march down Main

CCASAP and CCSO
team up for local drive
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•CCASAP, CCSO...
From Front
Mei by hosting the American
Medicine Chest Challenge on
1."
Ballantyne said local resident.:
are urged to bring unused or
expired proscriptiou or over-thecounter medications to the
CCSO office located on Olive
Street Saturday from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m.
During last month's biannual
Make A Difference Day, CCSO
collected several gallon buckets
lull of discarded prescription
medication,. and hope to do the
',Mlle this Saturday. Marcum
said he was happy to partner
with CCASAP for the event.
"This is a big national event
lor them so we're glad to partner with them for this on
Saturday.- Marcum said. "We
also do this during Make A
Difference Day and we encourage people to participate.A MCC's national public
health initiative challenges residents to take the five step "medicine chest challenge.- The
challenge includes taking inventory. of prescription and overthe-counter medicine in the
home. Participants are also
asked to lock or place locks on
medicine chests and dispose Of
MII.11Cli, unwanted and expired

Cz

niedit ines :luring the campaign
Always take medications exactly as prescribed and talk to
youngsters about the dangers ot
prescription-drug abuse.
According to AMC('officials.
prescription-drug abuse is a
growing problem and the easiest way to combat it is to properly disjxise of old or unused
medicine.
"Fhis challenge will raise
awareness about the dangers of
abusing prescription drugs and
reduce the availability of potent
drugs that lead kids down a path
to addiction," said American
Medicine Chest Challenge
Chief Executive Officer Angelo
M. Valente. "With the American
Medicine Chest Challenge we
are calling on residents to see
their medicine cabinets through
new eyes -- as an access point
for potential misuse and abuse
of over-the-counter and prescription medicine by young
people.For more inforrnation, go
online to www.americanmedicinechestchalleng.e.com or call
CCASAP at 762-7333. You may
also visit CCASAP's website
www.ccasarcom.

III Identification...
From Front

Upon arrival. officials rejx)rted
finding
a vehicle overturned and
had previously identified the
other victim of the crash as fully engulfed in flame.s. The
Barbara K. McClure, 60. of investigation revealed that the
Mun-ay. Harris said both bodies vehicle vvas westbound on
would be transponed back to Douglas Road and it appeared
funeral homes in Murray on that the passenger-side
tires
Wednesday.
dropped onto the shoulder. AI
Capt Richard Steen of the
that point, officials determined.
Calloway County Sheriff's
Office reported that at approxi- the vehicle started sliding sidemately 2:38 p.m. Friday. CCSO ways, crossed the center line
received a report of a motor and struck an embankment
vehicle collision and vehicle on before striking d tree, ovenunifire near 2340 Douglas Road. ing and catching fire.
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Michelle Hansen. right, signs up Calloway County volunteers for the Oct. 23,
Parker Ford "Drive One 4 UR School" promotion which benefited the Calloway County Family Resource / Youth Service
Centers.

20th anniversary marked for Kentucky
Family Resource and Youth Service Centers
Special to the Ledger
According to the website for
the Kentucky Cabinet for Health
and Family Services, "'The
Kentucky Family Resource and
Youth Services Centers were
established as a component of
the historic Kentucky Education
Reform Act (KERA) of 1990."
Thursday Oct. 28, was the 20th
anniversary of legislation which
authorized Kentucky's Family.
Resource/Youth Seivice Centers

THANK YOU
to the voters of Murray
who put their trust in me.
I hope you can see the positive
difference I can make as your Mayor.

1

Paid Foi By Bill Wells

in our schools.
Randy McCallon. assistant
superintendent of Calloway
County Schools said, "Since the
inception of the Family
Resource Youth Service Center
initiative. resource centers in
Calloway County Schools have
played a vital role in filling the
needs of a large number of students and families. Often overlooked are the center directors
and their willingness to do whatever it takes to effectively serve
each school, its stakeholders and
the community. I commend all
our FRYSC personnel, as we
celebrate 20 years of existence.
for the important roles they play
in the success of Calloway
County Schools.As stated on the website. "The
mission of these school-based
centers is to help at-risk students
succeed in school by helping to
minimize or eliminate non-academic barriers to learning.
Family Resource Center% serve
children through age 12 and
coordinate preschool child care.
after-school child day care; families in training; family literacy
services; and, health services

LE;;711&Tim

anti referrals. Youth Services
Centers serve students older
than 12 and coordinate referrals
to health and social services;
career exploration and development; summer and part-time job
development(high school only):
substance abuse education and
counseling: and family crisis
and mental health counseling."
Michelle Hansen. CC FRC
director said, —The Calloway
Coumy Family Resource Center
continues to strive to fulfill our
original mission. We are so
thankful to he involved with
great teachers. students, parents.
administration and community
supporters to make this happen.
We are looking tOrward to a
gteat future of being able to
serve more families and students
in even bigger ways to help each
student rise to their highest
potential.
"According to our records. the
daily number of students
requesting assistance at the
CCHS Harbour Youth Service
Center has tripled since I began
working in the YSC office... said
Barbara Hendon. director of the
Harbour Center. "With the cur-

•Request denied...
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From Front

100- 1 Whitnell Ave , Murray, KY
However following his sentencing. Adams told the court
that he disagrees with some
details concerning his actions
that were part of his plea deal
with Blankenship, and he does
not acknowledge that he did all

Office Hours
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday - Friday
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rent state of our economy, there
is greater need in our community than ever before and the seriousness of the issues facing
families and students has also
grown."
Upcoming events sponsored
by Calloway C7ounty FRYSC
include the Santa Project(month
of November and December)
and Grandparents Raising
Grandchildren Support Group
(Nov. 22 and Dec. 6). Families
needing assistance are encouraged to contact their school
FRYSC director. 'They inclue:
Barbara Hendon at CCHS;
Danielle
Schwettmann
at
CCMS; Michelle Hansen
Calloway Elementary scho,I.,
or Jan Wilson at Calloway
Preschool; or ask for information at your child's school
office.
During the coming year, the
Kentucky Cabinet for Health
and Family Services will hold
several events to officially celebrate 20 years of contributions
by the Family Resource / Youth
Service Centers in our public
schools.

home

gifts

etc.

Buy 5 Ornaments or Sprays, Get I Free!
1205 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY
Mon. 10 ans - 6 pm
Sat. 10 am - 4 pm
Sun. 1-5 pnt
(270) 75.3-1851
il'11'11`.elemetsisolky com

the Commonwealth reportedly
included in the deal.
Foust ordered completion of
paperwork involved in noting
Adam's objections and that they
be added to the report for possible modification of the sentencing agreement.

To= Cr:et
NOTICE
• The Murray Water District
#3 will flush hydrants on
Thursday, Nov. 11, from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. Residents are
advised not to wash clothes
during these hours. For more
information call 435-4143.
• The Murray Calloway
County
Parks
and
Recreation board of directors
is scheduled to meet in special session at 6 p.m. on
Monday. Nov. 15 at the
American Legion Post 73
Veterans Hall on Bee Creek
Drive off North Fourth Street.
On the agenda for the meeting is consideration of a soccer contract. a request from
Greg Anderson. a report
from Director Matt Martin
concerning park programs.
committee reports and a
non-public executive sessicn
to discuss a personnel issue.
• To report a Town Crier
item, e-mail: editor@murrayledger.com

For Best Resutts
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Calloway County man faces
computer sex crimes

x.•••

Special to the Ledger
hentudcy
State
Police
r, ii .2ed a Murray man on
ith multiple electron-

c was seized by
r dated
detectives to he examined.
Manners was arrested at his
home and charged with the following:
According to
• Unlawful Use of Electronic
KSP. Mark A. Means Originating in the
Manners, 45. Commonwealth to Induce a
was arrested at Minor to Engagc in Sexual or
his home on Other Prohibited Activities
Peggy
Ann (Class D Felony)
Drive
• Promoting a Se xual
in
Calloway Performance byr a Minor ICIass
County after C Felony)
an investiga• Distribution of Obscene
Manners
tion revealed Matter to a Minor (Class A
that he was Misdemeanor)
allegedly engaging in illegal
Manners was lodged in the
activity on the Internet. In Calloway County Jail. KSP was
October, detectives received assisted in the investigation and
information from the sheriff's arrest byr the Murray Police
office in Lake County', Fla.. that Department and Kentucky State
Mark Manners had been report- Police
Crimes
Electronic
edly communicating through a Branch. The investigation is
computer with a female juvenile continuing by Det. Michelle
there on multiple tx:casions.
Kent and Det. John Sims with
KSP detectives continued the the Kentucky State Police.
investigation and executed a
Individuals fac:ing charges are
search warrant on Manners presumed innocent until proven
home on Tuesday. Electronic guilty..
devices and other computer-
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MAN FIELD. Ky.(AP) - City officials in Mayfield have
unanimously, approved a request to use a building as a
mosque.
The Paducah Sun reports the Mayfield Board of Zoning
Adjustment approved the petition Tuesday frorn Khadar
Ahmed after rejecting the same request over the summer.
Board members have said the rejection in August was over
concerns about limited parking around the small commercial
building near the city's downtown.
Hundreds of. residents showed up for the board meeting in
August. but the newspaper reports that no one spoke against
the petition on Tuesday.
Ahmed's request for the worship center is on behalf of
Somalis who have moved to Graves County to work in a
chicken-processing plant.

Veterans Day...
From Front
Calloway County high school
bands playing together as one
band, as well as a Murray
Police Department honor guard
and local and regional tractor,
motorcycle and car clubs.
Other special participants
include Sons of the
Confederacy and students frorn
Calloway and Murray schools
will play taps following a ringing of the bell ceremony honoring fallen and deceased veterans.
A keynote speaker for the
ceremony has not yet been
determined, but Murray Mayor
Danny Hudspeth and JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins have
been invited. Warner said.
Earlier in the day Thursday,
American Legion Post 73
spokesman Mark Kennedy says
a ceremony honoring veterans
anti dedicating the riost's
Veterans Reflection-Memorial
Garden will take place at 10:30
a.m. at American Legion
Veterans Hall ltx:ated at 310
Bee Creek Drive off North
Fourth Street.
All veterans and the public
are encouraged to attend. The
featured speaker for the event
will be retired Lt. Col. Bill
Cowan of the 101st Airborne
Division at Fort Campbell.
Cowan is scheduled to speak
about the meaning of

Armistice Day in conjunction
with a bell-ringing ceremony to
highlight aspects of the World
War I Armistice.
"Post 73 will honor the
'Distinguished Veteran of
2010' during this ceremony and
the post van coordinator will
have a special announcement of
interest to all veterans and their
families." Kennedy said.
"Chaplain Ron Melone will
then dedicate the
Reflection/Memorial Garden
and following this dedication
all are invited to partake of
cake, cookies and punch."
At 9 a.m., Calloway Schools
will host a Veterarts Day
Assembly at Calloway County
Middle School gym. Groups
participating in the event
include Boy Scouts, the Beta
Club, the CCMS Speech Team.
Staff Sgt. James Jones, the
CCMS Choir and the CCMS
Band, according to Calloway
spokesman David Dowdy.
Also this weekend, VFW'
officials will dedicated the new
Veterans Memorial now under
construction at Chestnut Park.
According to Murray-Calloway
County Parks officials, the dedication ceremony will take
place at 10 a.m. Saturday, Nov.
13 at the site located at the
intersection of 10th and
Chestnut streets. The public is
invited and encouraged to
attend.

Free tours available at Mammoth Cave on Thursday
N1AMMOTH CAVE, Ky.
lAP) — Mammoth Cave is
offering free tours on Thursday
in honor of Veterans Day.
Free passes are available for
the Mammoth Passags: tour.
which will depart from the visitor center at the national park
at 10:30 a m., 11:30 a.m.. 12:30
p.ni.. 1:30 p.m.. 2:30 p.m. and

3:30 p.m. CST. Each tour is
limited to 40 people, and visitors must pick up their free
tickets at the visitor center ticket office prior to tour times.
The tour is three-quarters of a
mile and lasts I I/4 hours. It
involves walking down and up
a hill and 68 steps at the
Historic Entrance.

MANY THAP1KS

WHITE THOROUGHBREDS: Chief White Fox is the latest white thoroughbred born in these parts continuing the still short line
- he's something like 30th or so - white thoroughbred ever registered with the Jockey Club on Thursday. Oct. 28. in Lexington.

As boomers age, 1 in dnivers will be oldsters
By 10AN LOWY
Associated Press Writer
V,ASHINGTON - IAP) —
Remember "The Little Old Lady
from Pasadena"? Baby boomers
who first danced to that 1964 pop
hit about a granny burning up the
road in her hot rod will begin
turning 65 in Januai-y. Experts
say keeping those drivers safe
and mobile is a challenge with
profound implications
Miles driven by older drivers
are going up and fatal crashes
involving seniors coming down.
but ux) often they are forced to
choose between safety and being
able to get around, experts told a
National Transportation Safety
Board forum on transportation
and aging Tuesday..
Within 15 years more than one
in five licensed drivers will be 65
or older. the safety board said.
Their number will nearly double.
from 30 million today to about
57 million in 2030, according to
the Government Accountability.
Office.
Stilarter CafS and better
designed roads may help keep
them stay behind the wheel
longer.
But eventually most people
will outlive their driving ability
— inen by an average of six
years and women by an average
of 10 years. And since fewer
Americans relocate when they.
retile. many of them probably.
will continue to live in suburban
homes.
The result is a "mobility gap."
Joseph Coughlin. head of the
Massachusefts
Institute
of
Technology.'s Agel_ab. which
develops technologies aimed at
keeping older people active. said
in an interview.
"For many, our homes will not
be just a place to age. it will also
be house arrest," said Coughlin.
Older drivers who are healthy.
aren't necessarily any less sale
than younger drivers. But inany
older drivers are likely to have
age-related medical conditions
that can affect their driving.
A 40-year-old needs 20 times
nwrk• light to see zit night tii sec

than a 20-year-old. Coughlin
said. Older drivers generally are
less able to judge speed and distances, their reflexes ai-e slower.
they may be more easily confused and they're less flexible.
which affects their ability to turn
so that they can look to the side
or behind them.
Fatal crash rates for older drivers coinpared with other age
groups begin to increse starting
at about age 75, according to the
Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety. Drivers over age ti5 have
a
worse fatality
rate than
teenagers and drivers in their
early 20s.
The main reason is that older
drivzrs are more frail and less
likely to survive an accident or
recover from injuries. according
to the institute. Older drivers primarily kill themselves in crashes.
with these accounting for 61 percent of deaths in accidents
involving drivers 70 and older.
Sixteen percent of the deaths
were their passengers.
Nevertheless. the fatal crash
rate for older drivers has
declined over the past decade.
and at a faster rate than for other
drivers.
Researcher
Anne
McCartt of the insurance institute told the board the reason for
the trend isn't clear. but it may be
that older drivers are in better
physical condition.
Many older drivers compensate for the erosion of their driving abilities by changing their
driving habits.
"I'm never in a rush." said
Grace NI. Sanders. 87. a retired
secretary. in Atlanta. She takes
care to map out a route in her
mind before she leaves the
house. She avoids driving near
construction sites. If it's raining,
she stays home.
But even though she could take
the bus. it's important to Sanders
that she leep her car.
"I always wanted to he an independent person and I maintained
that independence throughout
my life." she said in an interview
New technologies. some of
them borrowed from the military

and commercial aviation, may
help older drivers stay behind the
wheel longer. and more safely.
Crash warning systems using
sensors embedded in the car can
alert thivers to an impending
accident. They can even override
the driver and apply the brake.
Similar technology can parallel
park the car. Night vision systems can help with one of the
most frustrating problems for
older drivers.
Not every remedy involves
new technology. Sometimes it's
just a matter of making dials
larger so they're easier for drivers
to find. A strap can be added to
hold onto when getting in and
out of a car. An extended mirroi
can help drivers avoid turning
around as much.
"They may extend the driving
careers of sonic seniors. but they
are certainly not a panacea," cautioned Bonnie Dobbs. a gerontology professor at the University
of Alberta. Shc notes that many
technologies could distract or
confuse older drivers, which
could lead to accidents.
Better designed roads may also
help. For example. traffic
"roundabouts" that gently ease
drivers into turn circles with no
traffic lights could help reduce
left turn-related crashes. which
make up a disproportionate share
of the accidents that kill older
drivers.
What's not being addressed is
how to keep older Americans
mobilo after they lose their driving skills. said University of
Arizona
professor
Sandra
Rosenbloom, an authority on
transportation and aging.
"As people get older and lose
the ability to drive. they narrow
and narrow their circle of friends
and their circle of activities until
it gets to the point where they are
housebound and they don't move
at all." Rosenbloom said in an
intervieW.
Seventy-five percent of older
drivers live in suburban or rural
areas where there are few alternatives to driving, she said.
trinTori,itlim isn't a real_

ktic option. Rosenbloom said.
For people who have lost the
ability to drive, the physical and
mental conditions that made
driving untenable are also likely
preclude hiking to a bus stop.
especially if there's no bench.
The act of getting on anti off a
bus can be prohibitive. Many
older people
especially. thost:
over NO — also worry about losing their balance on a bus and
fear being victimized.
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THANK YOU
I hank .11111 to till who supported me in the election.
I will be prever gratejid to vou.
continue to sem'all the people of magisterial district #3 and You can call
me anytime at 270-492-8252 or 270-227-3443 if I tan be of help.
Thanks again,

With appreciation to all of my
friends orfellow voters for casting
their vote for tne in this election.

BOBBY C.STUBBLEFIELD

I appreciate all of the
kindness and support.
-Ianus Vilardo

Magistrate District #3
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Let's honor Kentucky
veterans Thursday
cicians Day this year has
a sense of urgency about it.
This nation is at war.
And thousands of miles from
Kentucky, in the deserts of
Iraq
and
mountains
of
Afghanistan. soldiers are dying
on our behalf and on behalf
of all who support right and
good in the world.
The numbers are staggering. Last month. we mourned
the joss of the 100th Kentuckian killed on military: duty in
Iraq and Afghanistan since those
wars began nine years ago.
Furthermore. somc 75 soldiers from units stationed at Fon
Campbell have been killed since
they were deployed in March.
These deaths fill me with
immense gnef ... but also pride
and hope.
As governor of this state.
a former member of the U.S.
,evrmy Reserve and a citizen
of this great nation. I am awed
by the courage, dedication and
sacrifice of these soldiers just as every Kentuckian should
be.
Where do we get such wonderful men and women of character. who so courageously volunteer to stand up to defend
our country and its ideals?
With unflinching resolve,
these soldiers are continuing a
tradition of loyalty and bravery' that has become a badge
of honor for Kentuckians
throughout our nation's history.
Nearly two-thirds of the
Americans killed in the War
of 1812 were Kentuckians, even
though the state was never
invaded. And in every conflict
since. sons and daughters of
the Bluegrass have been on
the front lines. as they are
today.
In fact, Kentucky is home
to more than 339.000 living
veterans.
Each of them deserves our
gratitude and our respect. They
are our neighbors. co-workers.
friends and family.
There is much hardship and
misery in this world, and free
people everywhere are threatened by those who would take
that freedom away, who would
drape this world in a cloak of
fear and darkness.
But the power of our enernies pales in the face of the
courage and dedication to duty
demonstrated by these soldiers
and their families.
And so I neither fret nor
despair about the future of this
state and this world. This Veterans Day. and every day, we
in Kentucky should honor such
service.
This is a huge debt. We
can never repay it. Nor can
we, in words or deeds, fully
express our appreciation. But
we can try.
In small but tangible ways.
state government over the last
three years has shown its sup-

port
helping
soldiers.
veteran,
anti the'
familie,
deal with
financial
hardships.
overcome
logistical
nightmares anti
gain
deserving
recognition.
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have:
• Exempted at tive duty military personnel from paying
Kentucky income tax.
• Legislated preference for
veterans seeking employment
at state agencies.
• Expanded the uses of the
Military Family Assistance
Trust Fund for things such as
allowing our service members to visit their families and
cotnmunicate with them overseas.
• Ensured that combat veterans charged with a crime
have access to counseling and
other assistance.
• Opened two new staterun veterans cemeteries while
pursuing another, moving closer to our goal of having a
veterans cemetery within 75
miles of every Kentucky family.
• Started to add 36 beds
at one of our long-terrn care
facilities for veterans.
• Created license plates to
recognize medal winners and
parents of soldiers.
Created the
Kentucky Medal for Freedom
to honor soldiers killed since
1991 on active duty.
• Partnered with the "Give
An Hour" program, a national effort to encourage mental
health-care providers to help
service members who suffer
from post-deployment mental
health issues.
• Established an Indigent
Veterans' Burial Program and
trust fund.
• Joined the Interstate Compact on Educational Opportunity for Military Children to
help students adapt to changing schools when their parents
transfer.
• Made it a crime via the
Stolen Valor Act to misuse
military status to commit fraud.
• Given disabled veterans
free stays at State Parks.
Citizens of the Commonwealth can do their part as
well.
On Veterans Day, Nov. 11,
thank a veteran for their service. And participate in community celebrations.
You can find Veterans Day
events throughout the Commonat
listed
wealth
www.veterans.ky.gov.
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Remembering World War II veterans
After s [siting Arlie Scott
recently in his cozy apartment
at Hickory Woods Retirement
center, I thought it appropriate in honor of Veteran's Day
to reprise an earlier column
about his service during World
War II.
Arlie Scott saw enough of
the war, for sure. I have noted
my gratitude to veterans such
as Arlie Scott, who served, in
Woodrow Wilson's words, "to
make the world safe for democracy."
President Wilson wanted to
convince Americans that we
should go to war in 1917, but
Arlie Scott was bom to John
James and Nancy Elizabeth
Holmes Scott in Webster County, Kentucky on December I.
1919, the year that the Treaty
of Versailles ended World War

1.
Bom at the end of one
world war, Mr. Scott grew, as
the Civil War soldier Sullivan
Ballou would put it, "to honorable manhood," in time to
fight in a second world war.
I think I have been drawn
to Mr. Scott and the story of
his life in part because of his
Webster County roots. Mr.
Scott graduated from Onton
High School in 1938, and I graduated from Webster County
High School in 1974.
Here in Murray, 1 teamed
of our Webster County connection when I taught, for sev-

eral years, Mr. Scott's Sunday
school class. Believe me. I
teamed much more from Mr.
Scott and the rest of the gentlemen in that class than they
learned from me.
After high school, Mr. Scott
joined the Army on October
8, 1940 in Evansville, Indiana.
and he was sent promptly to
Fon Knox in Kentucky for training.
Assigned to Company A,
the 6th Armored Infantry, 1st
Armored Division, he was promoted "to PFC in two months
and two days, to Corporal in
four months and four days,
and to Staff Sergeant in six
months and six days," in time
to parade for Franklin Delano
Roosevelt at his third inauguration in 1941.
Mr. Scott left the harbor
in New York for Belfast, Ireland on the Queen fvfary in
May, 1942. After five months
at Newcastle,"where the Mountains- o' Mourne sweep down
to the sea," he was shipped
to Manchester, England, training there for a month for the
invasion of North Africa.
It was in the North Africa
campaign, a few miles outside
of Tunis. that Mr. Scott was
wounded and taken prisoner.
And that was the beginning of
an ordeal that he would never
forget, an ordeal that would
forge his character.
He spent two years and

four
and
half months
in various
POW camps
in Italy and
Germany.
remembers
riding the
box
cars
from camp
to camp. It Home and
was
not
Away
By James
until April,
1945 that he Duane Bolin
was finally Ledger & Times
Columnist
liberated by
the Russians
from a camp southeast of Berlin.
He weighed 161 pounds when
taken prisoner and 121. forty
pounds lighter, when he was
freed. And no wonder: his
daily diet consisted of coffee—
"Well, not really coffee. but
I can't think of the name," he
said—dehydrated rutabaga. and
one slice of Gennan black
bread. If not for occasional
American Red Cross parcels,
he is sure that he would have
starved to death.
Several years ago. Mr. Scott
gave me a recipe for the black
bread. a slice of which he was
given each day.
The recipe was put down
by Joseph P. O'Donnell of Robbinsville, New Jersey. Mr.
O'Donnell found the recipe in
the official record of the "Food
Providing Ministry published

(top secret) in Berlin":
50 % bruised rye grain
20 % sliced sugar beets
20 % tree flour 'saw clustl
10 % minced leaves and
straw
Mr. O'Donnell recalled from
his "own experiences with the
black bread, we also saw bits
of glass and sand." "Someone was cheating on the recipe!"
he said.
Somehow. Arlie Scott survived his long ordeal. and
returned to America to marry
Jayne Maxine Price, and to
have two daughters. Jayne
Katherine and Carolyn Elizabeth.
He came to teach Animai
Science and Agricultural Engineering at Murray State in
1949, retirine after thirty-five
years in the classroom and
field on June 30, 1984.
Of course, Arlie Scott was
honored with the Purple Heart,
a cherished reminder of heroic service rendered to his country. A longtime member of
Murray's First Baptist Church.
this humble hero now makes
his home at Hickory Woods
Retirement Center, where meals
served in an elegant dining room
do not include black bread.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
him at duane.bolin@murraystate.edu

I guess, instead of the country's hope for the future. I got
a government loan to help with
my education costs, and yes I
paid it all back. with interest,
less than a year after graduation.
While in college I worked
on campus, the maximum of
twenty hours a week, and of
course I paid taxes.
To make extra cash. I .also
waitressed. I worked every summer, keeping a close tally of
my pay to make sure I had
enough to cover the costs not
paid by my state scholarship.
I had no car. no spring break
in Florida, no Aqua-Buddha.
Because my father was over
65 and I was a full-time undergraduate under 22. 1 received
a small monthly stipend from
Social Security. When my father
died my junior year. the payment went up.
After graduation. I became
a public school teacher. a government job. Had there not
been a labor union. I would
have been paid less for doing
the same work as a man,
because there were many men
at that time who felt it was
their God-given right to make
more money than women.
I am ever-grateful that

women
finally got
the right titns
vote
192
(
1)
t took an
embarrassingly long
time, considering the
fact the U.S.
is a democracy. With- Main Str•eet
out the suf- By Constance
Alexander
fragettes and
an amend- Ledger & Times
Columnist
ment to the
Constitulion.
we
would still be marching. As a
woman. I believe Equal Opportunity laws have been crucial
to me and to other women and
minonties in the workforce.
We cannot be discriminated
against because of the color
of our skin. our religion our
gender. Remember the days not
so long ago when a married
woman who got pregnant got
fired? A routine question for
women in job interviews used
to be whether or not you
planned to have children. Now
that kind of question is illegal, thanks to government.
Serving in the thilitary is a
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Please, Dr. Paul, no more jabberwocky
"Government can't create
jobs, only businessmen and
entrepreneurs can."
So sayeth Kentucky's senator-elect Rand Paul. on CNN
the night of his election.
Well, Dr. Paul, you are forgetting something: Government
does create jobs and. even more
important, government creates
opportunities and removes
obstacles for people in the real
world, including entrepreneurs.
You contend, "There are no
rich, there are no poor, there
are no middle class," and I'm
here to say you are wrong
about that too.
'Those of us who were not
bom into wealthy families have
sonietimes relied on government
to overcome barriers that had we been waiting for help
from a businessman or an entrepreneur -- we would still be
struggling.
I am a case in point. a person who welcomed government
help. For college, I attended a
state-supported institution on a
state scholarship. When I needed a student loan, it came
through the government. Banks
diti not extend credit to students (especially those of the
kmale persuasion.) We were
considered to be a poor risk.

Mrs E
Sunday. Is

government job. a function that
has largely been ignored in
this election. Millions of young
Americans are currently serving in the two wars we are
fighting, some of them because
they need jobs and hope opportunities like the G.1. Bill will
help them get ahead when their
tours of duty are up.
If they are injured, it is the
Veterans Administration, a government program, that provides
free or low cost medical care.
Where are the businessmen and
entrepreneurs who would step
into that breach if it were not
for government?
As I understand it. Dr. Paul,
it will be your job as a senator, to represent all of us in
Kentucky. not just the Tea Party
people. I am not eager to hand
the government lor its abolition) over to a group that is
more Alice in Wonderland than
Boston Tea Party. I fear the
Tea Party is rampant with slithy
loves and borogoves, bent on
madness and mayhem, with
yori willingly in the role of
Mad Hatter.
Read Main Street online at
wwwmurrayledgercom. Contact the columnist at vonstancealexander(0 newwave cam.
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Thomas Earl Ellis, Sr.
Thomas Larl Ellis, Sr., 67. or Howard City', Mich.. formerly (il
Hardin, died Nov. 5, 2010.
Boni Nos. 2, 1943. in Jackson. Mich.. he was preceded ill death
by his adopted parents. Donald and Gladys Ellis of Grand Rapids.
Mich.. and Homer K. Ware of Leroy. Mich.
He is sursived by his sons. Thomas Ellis. Jr. of Way land. Mich..
Donald Ellis and wile, Dawn of Hopkins, Mich., and Eric Ellis and
wife, Robyn of Lake Ann, Mich.: two grandchildren. Jacob and
Pearl: step-mother. Evelyn Ware of Leroy: sisters. J. Elizabeth Ellis
ttf Wayland and Penny Savage and husband, Jeff of Cadillac. Mich.:
brother. Jim Davies and wife. Mary of Copernish. Mich.: half-brother. Steve V•'are and wife, Janet of Leroy; and several nieces and
nephew s.
Memorial services will be held Thursday. Nov. I I, 2010, at I I
a.m. at the !Marshall Funeral Home in Greenville, Mich. Burial will
he at Ft. Custer National Cemetery in Battle C'reek, Mich.
Online condolences may he left at wwwmarshallfuneralhomsinc.com. Arrangements are handled by Marshall Funeral Home. Inc.
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DeMint to battle McConnell over pork spending

Obituaries
eledger.com

N

Beth Leslie Fielder. 40. of Munray. died Friday. Nov. 5. 2010. in
an automobile accident in Calloway County.
Born (kt. 5. 1970 in Murray. she was employed
as a loan closer for West KY Title Company.
Fielder was preceded in death by her father.
Larry Leslie: and her grandparents, Roy and Ruby
Jo Leslie.
She is survived by• her husband. Kevin Fielder.
whom she was married July 15.1988; one daughter.
Rebecca Fielder of Murray: one son. James Fielder
and wife, Crystal of Vincennes. Ind.: her mother.
Carolyn (Palmer) Leslie of Murray: two brothers.
Bill Leslie and wife, Tracy, and Allen Leslie and
Fielder
wife. Michelle. all of Murray: grandparents. Hugh
and Imogene Palmer of Kirksey: two aunts, Cindy Leslie of Murray'.
and Ailene Leslie and husband. the Rev. Dan of Calvert City: and
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held Thursday. Nov. 11. 2010, at 11 a.m.
at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with the Rev. Kendrick
Lewis officiating. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will he tonighr. Wednesday. Nov. 10. from 4-9 p.m. at
the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are handled by Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home.

WASHINGTON rAPr Fresh off the tea party's show of
election might. GOP Sen. Jim
DeMint said Tuesday he'll force
a showdown next week with
Senate Minority Leader Mitch
Nit:Connell and other old guard
Republicans over "earmarked"
pet projects that DeMint and
other victors last week made a
symhol of out-of-control deficit
sptrtiding.
Carolina
South
The
Republican, buoyed by support
from six GOP freshman. is optimistic he'll win a change in
internal GOP rules to effectively
bar any Republican from seeking earmarks.
-Americans want Congress
to shut down the earmark favor
factory. and next week I believe
House and Senate Republicans
will unite to stop pork barrel
spending.- DeMint said.
DeMint won backing from 25
Senate Republicans, including
McConnell. earlier this year to
impose an earmark ban on
Republicans and Democrats
alike. Despite winning the supof
majority
port of a
Republicans. the proposal was
easily defeated by Democrats

and
pro-earmark
14
Republicans. Thiny-three of 41
Senate Republicans then sought
eamiarks in this year's unfinished roster (tf spending bills.
McConnell, however. isn't
enthusiastic about the idea of a
ban now. And he finds himself
caught in the middle of all
unwelcome battle dividing his
party and opening it to criticism
from anti-pork tea party. activists
who helped Republicans take
back the House and elect several anti-earmark senators.
House Republicans already
have such a rule in place and are
about to renew it. but both
House and Senate Democrats
are strongly' opposed.
Earmarks include road and
bridge projects. grants to local
police department and community development projects.
among many, many others.
McConnell says giving up
earmarks v.ould provide a
"blank check- to President
Barack ()barna because his
administration would determine
exclusively where money for
popular programs would go. The
proposed ban wouldn't save any
money. McConnell says. But an

argument ir is.
and an unsomfortable one for
McConnell and
other
Republican
old-timers
sins•e it puts
them at odds
with tea pant
activists who McConnell
say pork barrel
spending is at the center of
what's wrong Vt,
Washington.
And it's not lost on incumbents that earmark refuseniks
Mike Lee. R-Utah. and Joe
Miller. R-Alaska. heat Incumbent members of the pork-dispensing Senate Appropriations
Committee in GOP nominating
contests earlier this year.
One of those incumbents.
Sen. Lisa Murkowski, R-Alaska.
still may survive after running a
write-in campaign against
Nliller in the Nov. 2 election.
Votes are still being counted
there. Most earmarks have
merit. but a handful became outsized symbols of wasteful
spending. such as the $200 million-plus. later canceled "Bridge
to
Nowhere- in Alaska.

Help reaches passengers of crippled cruise ship

SAN DIEGO (AP) - The
nearly 4.500 passengers anti
crew of the Carnival Splendor
have no air conditioning or hot
water. Running low on food,
they have to eat canned crab
meat and Spam dropped in by.•
helicopters. And it will be a
long. slots ride before they're
Ella Mae Quertermous
home.
Mrs Ella Mae Quertennous. 92. Wells Boulevard. Murray. died
What began as a ses•en-day
Sunday. Nov. 7. 2010. at her home.
cruise to the picturesque
Mrs. Quertermous. who was born July 17. 1918. Mexican Riviera stopped around
in Golden Pond to the late Etta Birdsong and Euen sunrise Monday when an
Newton. married Dr. John C. Quertermous on Aug. engine-rmun fire cut power to
I I . 1940. A 1940 graduate of Murray State the 952-1Oot vessel anti set it
tativersity. Mrs. Quertermous was a teacher in adrift off Mexico's Pacific coast.
Golden Pond and Maysville before the family's
The ship began moving again
move to Murray.
Tuesday night after the first of
She was a member of the First Christian Church. several Mexican tugboats en
Kentucky P.E.O. Chapter NI. and the Zeta route to the stricken liner began
Depanment of the Murray Woman's Club.
pulling it toward San Diego.
Mrs. Quertermous was preceded in death by her where it was expected to arrive
Quertermous
husband. John C. Querterrnous, and her sister. Thursday night, Carnival Cruise
Frances Newton Bilbrey.
She is survived by• a son. John R. Quertennous. and his wife, Ann
Kelly: a daughter. Ellen Newton Quertennous, and her husband,
Don Greer of Nashville: three grandchildren. Sarah Elizabeth
Quertermous of Nashville. James Lassiter Quertermous
Louisville. and John Shuler Querternious of Sydney, Australia: a
brother-in-law. J. Luke Quertermous of Princeton: one niece.
LOS ANGELES rAP) Nlaxine Bennett Goebel of Owensboro: three nephews. Morris
Newton Bilbrey of Round Rock. Texas, Skipper Bennett of Castle Federal agents have arrested
Rock. Colo.. and John Bennett of Riverside, Calif.. and her care- three retired Marines suspected
givers. Ernestine Hendricks. Anne Jones Spurling and Elsie of selling illegal assault
weapons to a notoriou.s Los
Renfroe.
street gang. authorities
Angeles
Visitation was at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home front 10:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 10. 2010. Pastor Ruth Ragovin said Tuesday.
The suspected ringleader.
will officiate at the 1 p.m. graveside service at the Murray City
Adam Gitschlag. who served in
Cemetery. where interment will follow.
Pallbearers will be Bob Goebel. Morris Bilbrey. Bob Taylor. Dow Iraq and was once based at
Ryan, Dr. Dan Miller. Fred Wells, Hunt Smock. Joe Dick. David Camp Pendleton. was arrested at
his Orange County home Nov. 2
Parker and Skipper Bennett.
part of an operation carried
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be made to the as
out by the Bureau of Alcohol.
First Christian Church, I I I North Fifth Street. Mun-ay. 10: 42071.
Firearms
and
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- Tobacco.
home.com. Arrangements are handled by• the J.H. Churchill Funeral Explosives. as well as military
investigators and local police.
Home.
The arrests were announced a
This is a paid obituary.
week after a Navy SEAL in San
•
The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ()J. the Diego and tv.o others were
with
smuggling
preceding obituaries exceeds the Matill111111 set by the Ledger and charged
Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or spat•e. machine guns from Iraq for sale
on the black market. •
Investigative documents state
that Gitschlag oversaw the sale
of two cases containing
firearms. including an AK-47.

Lines said in a statement.
U.S. Navy helicopters were
ferrying 70.00() pounds of supplies. including the crab meat.
croissants. Pop Tarts. Spain and
other items. to the ship.
The Seahawk helicopters
were taking off vvith dangling
palettes of supplies from the
USS Ronald Reagan. an aircraft
carrier diverted from training
maneuvers to help. It arrived at
the cruise ship late Tuesday.
The tugboats were originally
set to take the Splendor to the
Mexican coastal city' of
Ensenada. hut the cruise line
changed its plans and will
attempt to have it towed to San
Diego. where hotel and flight
arrangements would await the
passengers. Carnival said.
If the process moves too
slowly. it may still be taken to

Ensenada. the statement said.
Coast Guard Petry Officer
Kevin Metcalf said the tugs and
a Coast Guard cutter escort
would have to move slowly.
because the ship is so big.
Accidents like the engineroom fire are rare. said Monty
Mathisen. of the New Yorkpublication
based
Cruise
Industry Nevt,s.
The last major cruise accident 9..a. in 2007 when a ship
with more than 1.5(X1 people
sank after hitting rocks near the
Aegean island of Santorini.
Mathisen said. Two French
tourists died.
-This stuff does not happen...
he said. -The ships have to be
safe. if not the market will collapse."
The Splendor, which left
from Long Beach on Sunday..

Ex-Marines arrested selling
weapons to street gangs

Friends.

Congratulations to Bill Wells for
prevailing in the election! I tirge all
citizens who supported me in this
hard lought election to now support
Bill as he begins the important work
of becoming our next Mayor.
I was honored to represent you in the
-election and I can't thank .you

enough for all your support and hard
work.
Sincerely,
Butch
Seargent

• 'Rhin tor by.Butch Seargent -

by calling 753-1916

Subscribe
Today! LEDGER&TIMES

Earmarks also ate blamed tor a
"pay to play.- culture in which
lobbyists and business executives sk•eking earmarks lubricate
the systein with campaign contributions.
All hut a few of the I 3-member GOP freshman class made
campaign pledges that they
wouldn't seek earmarks.
"Ending earmarks is an
important first step roward getting our fiscal house in order.
These special pet projects have
a
symbol
become
of
Washington's 'pay-to-play' culture that must he stopped." said
Sen.-elect Kelly Ayotte. R-N.H.
But the newcorners are running into a phalanx of old school
Republicans who defend the
practice. They argue that they
knov. the needs of their states
better than Washington bureaucrats anti that earmarks totaled
only about one-half of 1 percent
of the S3.5 tnllion 2010 federal
budget. about $16 billion The
upcoming vote also will be by a
secret ballot. which means that
anyone who publicly. voted for
the moratorium earlier this year
could change their mind and not
be held to account.

two Russian and Romanian sailanis of the weapon and two
other semiautomatic rifles.
Under California law. it is
illegal to own or sell unregistered assault weapons.
Reached on his cell phone.
Gitschlag said the charges are
"definitely untrue." and that he
is a private weapons collestor
and patriot who has worked hard
to serve his country..
"I did not sell any. gang members any weapons," he said. "I
love my country with all my
heart. I would never expect my
gosernment to dtt this."
The ATI= says the deal was
carried out June 23 in the parking lot of a Pasadena post office.
Gitschlag. along with another
former Marine, met with a
postal Sell,'ICC SUperV ISM'. a
Florencia 13 street gang member and other associates. and
sold theni the weapons for
S61100. the ATF said.
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2010 DODGE CALIBER
Kew. MAIN STREET
icc0212 _ Auto./VC. PM. Pit. AM/FM/CD
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Manf Rebate

$18,810
- 814
- 2.000

A-1.76'.
'
-146
. NW

4.

$15.996
.

2010 DODGE
GRAND CARAVAN SE
,
. CT0235 ;-6. AC. PIN. PIL. AMFM/CD STOW-N-GO ,
,
,,MSRP
$24.495
Peppers Disc
- 998
Manf Rebate
- 1.750
- sai
rliwZw
- 750
SE Bonus Cash
am
$20.997
.

cr

2010 DODGE 1500 ST

prices as of 9 a.m.

85.92 + 034

was 2(X) miles south of San
Diego at the time of the engine
fire. according to a statement
from Miami-based Carnival. It
began drifting about 55 miles off
shore.
The 3,299 passengers and
1,167 crew. members were not
hurt. and the tire was put out in
the generator's compartment.
but the ship had no air conditioning. hot water. cell phone or
Internet service.
After the fire. passengers
were first asked to move from
their cabins to the ship's upper
deck. but eventually allowed to
go back to their rooms. The
ship's auxiliary power allowed
for toilets and cold running
water.
Bottled water and cold food
were provided. the company
said.

REGULAR CAB
4CT0220 - V-6. AC. T,C..40 , -10 Clc):.
Seat. Carpet AM/FM/CD
MSRP
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• 2.262
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.
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111
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• - 500 iCT0194
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.

$24.993
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Murray hospital's endowment for
healthcare launches campaign
Special to the Ledger
I he
uri..t
Endowment for Healthcare
launt:hes its annual giving campaign -50 Days of Thankful
Giving" from Not. II to Dec.
31. `lour gift to our "50 Days of
Thankful Giving.
' campaign
supports patient care services at
Murray-Callow:ay
County
Hospital.
The campaign is intended to
raise funds for MCCH's programs and capital projects that
benefit patients. employees and
community members. The generosity of donors allows the hospital to invest in a Hospice
House. medical equipment. new
services. the Rural Education
Physician Program. or to the
unrestricted general fund and
support the area of greatest
need.
"I am confident this year's
t'ampaign
pro% eNen more

FUN & FASHION
By 0.K. Kelley

ion
111411 11C33 itenb arming dads
we MC 2etting excited ahout Christmas
One ot our new items sou will lose and
perlest tor all the tower 4. Ut tops and
dresses is a demi camt is laseredoser saiur
bra and it is not hot a, a is not 3 full camt. It
30,Cr,.11(11 t3L1
%at 10 StION too
much sleasage Thes are super soft and antnendls Thes iarme in a ianets of +isles and
colo,
'We al., ilaNe a wonderlul new line of
arid, that is delicious and thc pacLuging ts
lust beautiful
Vie haie lot of :me stocking stutters
including gloies.uandal candles and Sandra
Bullock 3katches
More Bnghton charms are hem and we
hase the earrings made rot Me charms
cll nesklwes io put ths ,.harms
theiv will he lots of specials throughout
the store — 2IKT
storcwide excludir
Brighton and Num Morgan fragrances
Ffee gift wrapping and cliku pntes Atli
a. refreshment..
Don't !urger to fill out sour ' wish ha. and
we
your Sankt and !et him or her know
what sou would like
14c al.,sar, get monogram. sterling that we
Grdet
Congratulations to Pat Thompson who
won the giseaway 119A week Be sure to reg.
ister in the store or on Facehook each wait
Our Bnghion Madison Jeweirs box free
with S 100 pidihase id Brighton produsis
sets cute
Ae hop: to see sou Sunriai I p m
Check out our new mermatd skins • perfect
tor church or patties
Sias tuned to next neek't f und Fathom
report .

no.
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Annual Veteran's Day Parade
to be Thursday, Nov. 11

Cnyagenzen/

successful, and that
the
Endowment will be able to supThe Murray-Calloway County Annual
port even more programs and
‘eteran's Da) Parade is tomorrow,
needs for the hospital through
Thursday, Nov. II. beginning at 4 p.m. at
gifts made by. our employees
Memorial Baptist Church, 10th and Main
and community members,- said
Street, and concludes at the town square
Keith Travis. VP of Institutional
brief program. Commemorative
ith
Development.
American flags, dog tags and poppies will be
Funds raised through the
distributed along the parade route. Forms to
annual "50 Day's of Thankful
order comntemorative brEcks for the
Giving- campaign will support
Datebook Nelerans Memorial at the city park will he
the following programs for the
Saha Teague. available on the square. All veterans are welhospital this year:
Community
come to walk or ride in the parade. Parade
• Residential Hospice House
editor
participants will assemble at 3:15 p.m. For
• The construction of a I 2-bed
more information. contact Sam at 1270i 293.5457.
facility where terminally
patients can end life's journey in
a comfortable home-like setting.
Calloway High SBDM Council will meet
• Rural Physician Education
The Calloway County High School Site Base Decision Makim.:
Program
Council will hold a regularly: scheduled meeting today. Nov. It), at
• A program focused at pro3:30 p.m. in the media center. The public is invited to attend.
ducing quality. family practice
physicians for our region.
Sharon Wells group to meet tonight
• New FAluipment Fund
• Identified equipment that is
The Sharon Wells group will meet tonight. Nov. 10. from 5-6:15
needed to keep the hospital in
p.m. in the chapel of First Baptist Church for a soup supper.
the forefront of medical
advancement.
Veteran's Day ceremony to be held
• Unrestricted General Fund
American Legion Post 73. of Murray, invites all teterans and the
• Area of greatest need.
public to a ceremony to honor veterans and to dedicate the Post
"Employee and conimunity
Reflection/Memorial Garden on Thursday, Nov. 11, at 10:30 a.m. at
support has been a cornerstone
of this hospital since its' open- Cagle and Owens
the America Legion Veteran's Hall, at 310 Bee Creek Drive. Retired
ing in 1910.- Travis said. "Our
LCOL Bill Cowan will speak in conjunction with a hell-ringing cerRandy and Sharon Cagle of Camden,Tenn., announce the engageleadership and employees are
emony' to highlight aspects of the W.W.I Armistice. Post 73 will
committed to doing their part to ment and approaching marriage of their daughter. Amy Carol Cagle, honor the "Distinguished Veteran of 2010- and the Post
Van
ensure MCCH's success, and to Scott William Owens, son of Billy and Vickie ()wens of Coordinator will make an important announcem
ent. Chaplain Ron
this campaign is yet another way Dukedom, Tenn.
Melone will dedicate the Reflection/Memorial Garden. following
Miss Cagle is a 1999 graduate of Camden Central High and a 2004
to help us fulfill the mission of
which all are invited to enjoy refreshments.
graduate of Murray State University where she obtained a Bachelor
III See Page 7A
of Science in Communication Disorders. in 2006. she received a
Dr. Seuss event to be held
Master of Science in Speech and Language Pathology. She is currently employed by Evergreen Rehabilitation as a Speech and
A special night of Dr. Seuss will be held at the University Store in
Murray State University's Curris Center on Thursday, Nov. I I. at 6
Language Pathologist.
p.m. Bring elementary. and middle school children for a night of
Mr. Owens is a 1999 graduate of Graves County High school. In
2003, he obtained a Bachelor of Science in Telecommunication food, games and fun.
:THEATRES Systems Management from Murray State University
and a Master
of Science in Organizational Communication in 2007. He is currentMHS Junior Class and parents will meet
ly employed by C.A. Jones Management Group as the Technical
The Murray: High School Junior Class sponsors. students, and parDirector for Integrated Computer Solutions.
ents will meet Thursday, Nov. I I. at 6 p.m. in the library to begin
The wedding will be Saturday, Nov. 20. 2010. The couple plan to
Bringing Hoilywood to Murr9y
planning Prom. All Class of 2012 members and parents are urged to
make their home in Murray.
attend.

WEBSITE:
www.movitsionnorroy.tom
Starts Wednesday, Nov. 10th

MORNING GLORY
7:10 & 9:30
diso ;-^oong 0 I& 335 on Sat &Sur allemcor

Starts Friday, Nov. 12th

UNSTOPPABLE
7:05 & 9:20
atsr. shoring 11110 3:50 cm Sal Sun. afterrux

SKYLINE

VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
LADIES
CLI,THIVr ?/11'.

Soum 12,h • 1.4u,,ay Kt • 753 7441
www.clkkelley.com

e-mail: communitynews0murrayledger.com

7:30 & 9:50

For a complete listing of
all movies & showtimes.
please ao to the Cheri
website
www.moviesinmurray.com
or call 753-8084.

H.O.R.S.E.S. Inc. to
hold 3rd annual bazaar
Scial to the Ledger
The 3rd Annual H.O.R.S.E.S.
Inc. Expo/Holiday Bazaar will
;le held this weekend, Nov. 1314, at the former Goody's building. across from Kentucky Oaks
Mall in Paducah. Doors will
open at 10 a.m. More than 50
endors from five states will be
in attendance. Everything from
jewelry to handcrafted specialty:
items to homemade jams, breads
and desserts will be showcased
under one roof. The first 3(X)
guests each day will receive a
tree girt bag.
"This will be our third year
participating.- said Donna
Ravellette.
of
Cinderhill
Primitives, an out-of-home soap
and candle business. "Thc vendors from the previous shows
had some really great products
to offer. The quality of the prod-

so. you could be eligible for benefits ranging nom S1056-$1949 per
• . nth to help you pay tor out-ol-pocket medical expenses including
asmstect living care The Veteran s Administration otters these
benents to qualifying US 'Veterans or thei- surviving spouse We r:
Ementus are comnaded to heaping Our `veterans througr the
apphcation process absolutely free or charge Contact an E •
community today and learn more about
if What assisted livng semces are covered by the VA

e Which Veterans and spouses are eiigibte tor up to $1 949 per
Richie Dittsworth

Call today and discover the VA oenefits that may be awaiting you!

uct at the H.O.R.S.E.S. Inc.
Bazaar is top of the line.Along with shopping, there
will be plenty of other activities
for all ages. Jason Lindsey with
"Hooked on Science- will have
hands-on experiments for the
entire family. A silent auction
with more than 50 items will be
held, with all proceeds going
directly to H.O.R.S.E.S. Inc..
aiding in the continued success
of the program. Other activities
include face painting. clowns
making balloon animals and a
pet adoption.
Admission is free, but canned
food donations will be accepted
at the door. Cub Scout Pack 19
of
Hendron-LoneOak
Elementary is sponsoring this
focxi drive and will donate all
food collected to area food
pantries.
Helping Others Reach Success
using
Equine
Services
(H.O.R.S.E.S. Inc.) is located in
Dexter and is a North American
Riding for the Handicapped
Association NARHA) therapeutic horseback riding center
that is a nonprofit. 5011c) 3
organization providing safe.
affordable therapeutic horseback riding and equine activities
to children and adults in
Calloway. l'31c Cracken and surrounding counties. This is the
only therapeutic riding facility
in Western Kentucky. It is
designed for individuals wiih
physical, mental or emotional
challenges. It is run solely
through the help of volunteers.
fundraisers and donations. For
more
information.
visit
www.horsesinc.org.

(270) 759-1555

THANK YOU

GLENDALE PLACE
/t ti:167( tit.Vai/
905 Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
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Special to
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Woman's
October Tin

Volunteers

Are you a US Veteran
or a surviving spouse of a Veteran?
Do you need assisted living care!

e.ow to apply and start the preoualihcation orca:oss

Hazel Wor
Janice Will

to all the people in District 1
who voted for me.
I will continue to work hard to
,erve and represent everyone
in our district.
Eddie Clyde Hale
Magistrate

Calloway Middle to host assembly
Calloway County Middle School will host a Veteran's Day
Assembly in the CCMS gym on Thursday, Nov. 11, at 9 a.m.
Groups participating include Boy Scouts. Beta Club. Speech Team.
SSg Euries Jones, CCMS Choir and CCMS Band. The public is
invited.

W.O.W. Lodge 592 to meet
Woodmen of the W.orld Lodge 592 will meet Thursday, Nov. I I.
at 6 p.m. at Ryan's Steakhouse. All members are urged to attend

VFW Post 6291 to meet
VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday:, Nov. I I.
at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on 121 N. For more inforrnation, call Flenoy Barrow at 978-1052.

New Covenant to hold open house
New Covenant Chnstian Academy: will hold a visitor open
house
on Friday, Nov. 12. from 8:30-11:30 a.m. at 218 College
Street,
Hardin.

COI

Din
Special t,o
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by
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Kids Against Hunger to hold event
The Murray. Chapter of Kids Against Hunger will sell sack
lunches on Friday. Nov. 12, from I I a.m. to I p.m. on the Patio in
front
of the University Square Plaza. Cost is $5 and includes
grilled hamburger or hot dog. chips, cookie and drink. All proceeds
to benefit
Kids Against Hunger. Donations are also welcome. Walk
up. phone
in at (270) 753-1492. pick up or delivery is available.

Glory Bound Entertainment will meet
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will
meet Friday.
Nov. 12. from 7-9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of
Goshen United
Methodist Church. Hwy'. 121 North, at Stella. Featured
will be Thc
Gospel Three from Murray and Ray Mathis from
Huntington, Tenn
For more information, call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643.
Renee Taylor
at 753-8124 or Pat Lea at 761-2666.

Laker Legends Dinner to be held
The Laker Legends Dinner will he Friday', Nov.
1'). beginning at
h p.m. at the Calloway County High School
Cafeteria with keynote
speaker Stan Key. For ticket information and to
make reservations
by
Nov.
16.
call
12701
293-5523
or
e-mail
teri.futrel 1 Okalloway.kyschools.us.

Laker Band Discount Card is available

The Laker Band Discount Card is currently
available for purchase. The card offers discounts to more than 30
local busineSses.
Price is $10 and card does not expire until Sept.
30, 2011. A limited
number of the Laker Band Cookbooks are
also available. Contact
any Laker Banti Booster or stop by the Calloway
County Board of
Education to purchase a Laker Band Discount
Card or cookbook.

Skinner to perform benefit concert

Kevin Skinner will perform a benefit concert
for Abby Mott on
Saturday. Nov. 20. at 6 p.m. at Murray State
Lovett Auditorium.
Doors open at 4 p.m. for ticket sales. Tickets are
$10 for 13 years
and up and $5 for children. For advanced tickets,
contact Michelle
Todd Sharp at (270) 293-62(34 or Jennifer Scott
at (270) 227-0379.
All proceeds will benefit Mott.

Robert L. I
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Hazel Woman's Club winners from left are Sandra Gallimore
, Tina Ward, Carolyn Rehmus,
Janice Wilkinson and Clarkie Butterworth.

Hazel Woman's Club members
win in recent district contest

Special to the Ledger
Hazel Woman's Club members Tina Ward. Clarkie
Butterworth. Vivian Kaeo and
Sandra Gallimore recently
attended the First District Fall
Conference held at the Murray
Woman's Club House in
October Tina Ward, Hazel Club

veterans and the
edicate the Post
, at 10:30 a.m. at
:k Drive. Retired
bell-ringing cerce. Post 73 will
the Post Van
it. Chaplain Ron
irden, following

President, reported on the past
year's work during the roll call
of clubs.
Winners of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs
Distrtct Arts and Crafts Contest
were announced at the meeting.
Sandra Gallimore placed 1st in
Photography/Natural History;
Tina Ward placed 3rd in

Need Line has issued a new
list of items needed to replenish
the pantry for the clients. They.
are spinach. green beans. tuna.
salmon. Jiffy Com Meal mix.
instant potatoes, cereal, macaroni and cheese. instant oatmeal; freezer/cooler items needed are eggs, fresh fruits and vegetables, frozen meat; personal
hygiene and cleaning supplies
needed are dish liquid. toilet
paper, shampoo and toothpaste:
also large brown paper bags.
These items may. be taken to the
Need Line bdilding at 638 South
Fourth St.. Murray. between 10
A.M. anti 4 p.m.. Monday
through Friday. Need Line is an
United Way Agency. For information, call 753-6333.

ZETA MEETING: Bobbie Weatherly, center. recently presented a program at the October meeting of the Murray Woman's
Club Zeta Department. She is pictured with Barbara Erwin
and Cathryn Garrott. hostesses. The Zetas will meet
Thursday, Nov. 11, at 2 p.m. at the club house. Whitney's
Flowers will present the program. Hostesses are Betty Lowry,
Neva Grey Allbritten and Pat Evans. Members are asked to
donate white socks and playing cards or games for veterans.

Christmas Ornaments and ist in
Pottery/Ceramics;
Carolyn
Rehmus
placed
2nd
in
Christmas Ornaments; Janice
Wilkinson placed 2nd in
Quilts/Patchwork; and Clarkie
Butterworth placed 3rd in
Photography/Scenic.
Linda
Bennett also submitted entries
for the cluh

iiversity Store in
ay. Nov. I I. at 6
n for a night of

i
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•FREE ESTEE At.DER expert color match
with FREE 10 day supply of foundation

Community Thanksgiving
Dinner slated for Nov. 25
Special to the Ledger
The 6th Annual Community
Thanksgiving Dinner,sponsored
by
the
Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial Association,
will be held on Thanksgiving
Day.. Nov. 25, at the Murray
Banquet Center, located at 926
S. 12th St.. in the Bel-Air

Shopping Center. A traditional
Thanksgiving dinner will be
served from I 1:30 a.m. to I p.m.
A brief nondenominational
'worship service will be held at
11 a.m. for those who wish to
attend. All are welcome.
Dinners will be delivered to
those unable to travel to the cen-

•FREE makeup kit with every (:(xsaADC
purchase and enter to win a $500
shopping spree
•FREE $30 jewelry case with
every :j;Crighlwi $100 purchase

ter and transportation is available for those who need a fide.
For a delivered meal or a ride,
call Dawn Boyd at First
Presbyterian Church at 7536460 by Nov. 23. To volunteer
or make a donation, call the Rev.
Rose Bogal-Allbritten at 2939490.

•Register each day for a $50 gift
certificate to be drawn daily

Service News

•Register to win a FREE
f I All )1 N
Blockbuster makeup case & kit to be
given away Sunday (over $300 value)
•Winter Coat Sale 20% OFF Saturday
& Sunday

Lamore achieves rank of major

•Register with sales receipt for a
Grand Prize Giveaway on Sunda\

Robert L. Lamore has been
promoted to the rank of major in
the U.S. Air Force.
Lamore is a flight commander assigned to the 35th Fighter
Wing. Misawa Air Base, Japan.
He has served in the military for

ent

;ell sack lunche Patio in front
es grilled hameeds to benefit
Valk up. phone

10 years.
He is the son of Robert and
Sharon Lamore of Circarama
Drive, Murray. His wife,
Kristina, is the daughter of
Steve and Jane Goodman of
Lisa Court, Clarksville, Tenn.
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From Page 6A
the hospital throughout the
Endowment...
This year, donations from the
equipment and general fund
helped
new
purchase
a
Ventilator for the Critical Care
Unit at the hospital. This equipent will have a significant and
mmediate impact on the healthare needs in this area.
For more information on how•
ou can contribute to the "50
ays of Thankful Giving" camatgn, contact the Murrayalloway Endowment for
ealthcare at 762-1908. or
onate online at www.murrayospital.org and click on Donate
ow.
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Murray Lions plan
new branch of club
to serve more people
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
would like the branch to be
Staff Wnter
completely in place by the
he Murray Lions Club is begin
ning of the year.
planning to start a new
Pittman said joining the group
branch of the club that
would cater to those who have now would be a great chance for
difficulty coming to meetings at new members to be actively
involved. and said they could
night.
The club met with prospective elect officers soon. Watkins told
members dunng lunch Tuesday. the group about some of the
Membership director Yancey services that the Lions Club proWatkins said the idea for the vides, such has helpi
ng people
Lions Busine,s Branch came obtain eyeglasses
who might
about because the club wants to not
otherwise be able to afford
draw younger members, but
them. He said mernbers go to
many of then( don't want to
local schools to test children,
come to meetings every other
Tuesday night. He said this can and that they have occasionally
be especially hard to manage if detected some major eye problems that hadn't been previousa member has young children.
Member Jason Pittman said ly noticed by pediatricians. He
joining the Lions Club was a said this was an important servgreat way to get involved in the ice, noting that if "lazy eye,"
or
community. A consensus was amblyopia,
is not found and correached with the small group at rected
by the age of 5. a child
the meeting that every other
runs the nsk of major sight loss
Tuesday' at noon would be the
in that eye.
most convenient time for everyAfter deciding that late
one. Pittman said they could
Decem
ber would be too difficult
later decide if they wanted to
meet at the same restaurant to manage, the group decided to
every week or move around. To meet on Nov. 30 and Dec. 7 at
avoid confusion, they might Pagliai•s. Pittman encouraged
split the year in half instead of everyone who was present
at the
moving to a different location Tuesday meeti
ng to invite more
every. week. W'atkins said he to join.

T

PENTAGON MYSTERY MISSLE:
AP Photo/KCBS/KCAL
This viieo frame grab provided by
KCBS/KCAL shows what could be a missile launc
off the California coast, Monday,
hed
Nov. 8. The Defense Department
said Tuesday it was trying to determine if a missi
launched Monday off the coast of South
le was
ern California and, if so. who might have
fired it. Spokesmen for the Navy, Air
and other military organizations
Force,
said they were looking into a video poste
d on the CBS News website that shows an objec
shooting across the sky and leaving
t
a large contrail. or vapor trail, over
the Pacific Ocean.

Rethink Possible

HAWKINS T EAGUE / Ledger

& Times
Lions Club rnember Jason Pittman spea
ks to a group of people during a lunch meeting Tuesday about
foiming a business
branch of the ciub.

Rare Superman, Batman
covers heading for auction
By ULA ILNYTZKY
apartment. ''Nobody thought of
Associated Press
the original art work as having
NEW YORK (API — Jerry any value.
It wasn't valued until
Robinson was 18 when he creat- it was
published."
ed (he Joker. Batman's villain"I just had the sense that it
ous psychopathic nemesis. He shoul
d
be • saved," said
was among the pioneers of a Robin
son, who was a member
new American art form that of the
original Batman team at
included Fred Ray, whose icon- DC
Comics, working aloagside
ic 1942 comic book cover Super
man's other big-name creknown as Superman Patriotic ators,
Jerry Siegel and Joe
Shield sealed the superhero's Shuste
r, and Captain America
status as the defender of -Truth,
illustrator Jack Kirby, at DC's
Justice and the American Way.- New
York headquarters.
The two men worked side by
To Robinson, the Superman
side at DC Comics. But it was
"just was perfect."
Robinson who had the where"'Truth, Justice and the
withal to save the original
American Way' really came
Superman 14 cover art depictfrom that cover," said Stephen
ing "The Man of Steel" with a
Fishier.
owner
of
bold eagle perched on his shoulComicConnect.com.
der in front of a U.S. shield —
DC Comics co-publisher Jim
as well as his own "Double
Lee described it as "an imporGuns- Detective Coinics No.69
tant part of comic book history
prototype showing the maniacal
... pure Americana."
Joker rising out of an Aladdin
Robinson explained that the
lamp pointing guns at Batman Patrio
tic Shield "became the
and Robin.
iconic cover of World War
Nearly 70 years later,
"Americans needed heroes
Robinson is reluctantly parting and
Superman became our
with the two original artworks hero,
" he said. "Superman
through the online auctioneer would
fight the Nazis and
ComicConnect.com, from Nov. Hitler
. He became a symbol of
10 through Dec. I
The America."
Superman cover is expected to
"As soon as 1 finished a cover
bnng $5(X),000 to SI million. and I
wanted to save it I'd have
the Joker more than 5400,000.
to call the engraver and say,
In the days before the comic •Please don't
destroy that, send
book became accepted as a it back
when you come to pick
legitimate American art form. up the next
delivery.'" hc said.
the original artworks -- execut"When he forgot to call, as he
ed in black and white India ink often did, they
were destroyed.**
on thick drawing boards — had added Robin
son. whose work
intrin
no
sic value.
was featured last year in a Los
"It was a new genre. a new art Angeles exhibition
"ZAP!
form," Robinson told The POW! BAM!
The Superhero:
Associated Press in a telephone The Golden
Age of Comic
interview from his Manhattan Books, 1938- I 950.••
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MCCH issues appeal for 0-negative blood
Special to the Ledger
The
Murray -( alloia
County Hospital Bltxxl Donor
Center announced today that
there is a critical need for ()negative bltxxi. They are asking
area residents to stop by the
Bltxxi Donor Center. or call to
make an appointment. to give
blood.
The constant supply of blixid
prbvided locally to the MCCH

Blood Donor Center gives the
gift of life to many people. It
takes less than an hour to make
a blood donation A blood donor
mu.st be at least 18 years of age
lor 16 or 17 with parental consent). be in good health. weigh
at least 110 pounds. and pass the
brief physical and health history
exams given prior to donation.
The need for 0-negative
blood is critical. If you are

unable to stop by the donor center, the next bltaxi drive in the
community wili be on the following date. and everyone is
welcome to attend: Wednesday.
Nov. 10 from 5:30-8 p.m. at
First Baptist Church in Murray.
To make an appointment to
donate bkxxl. or to find out
where the next blood drive will
be. contact the MCCH Blood
Donor Center at 762-1119.

November is National Diabetes Month
Special to the Ledger
Knowing about your family's
health history' goes a long way
toward preventing or delaying
the development ot serious diseases like diabetes. Many people who develop type 2 diabetes
have one or more family members with the disease. so it's
important to know your family's
diabetes health history. and to
share that inforniation with your
doctor. The good news is that
people with a family history' of
diabetes can take steps now to
prevent or delay the onset of the
disease.
Murray-Callowayr
County Hospital has partnered
with the National Diabetes
Education Program (NDEP) to
share this message during
National Diabetes Awareness
Month in November.
"You can't change your family history'. but knowing about it
can help you work with your
health care team to take action
on the things you can change."
said Ann Ingle. Diabetes
Educator at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. "We encourage everyone to talk with their
family members to find out if
any close relatives, such as a
mother. father. brother or sister.
have had diabetes. If any of the
women in your family had gestational diabetes while pregnant,
she is also at increased risk for
diabetes in the future. and so is
her child from that pregnancy.
This is all important information
to share with your doctor."
The good news is that you
can prevent or delay type 2 diabetes by losing a small amount

ot vv eight a to 7 pelLellt It) to
14 pounds for a 2(X)-pound person) - and becoming more
active. Action steps. which will
benefit the entire family. include
making healthy food choices
and being active at least 30 minutes. five days per week. To help
achieve health goals, write
down everything you eat and
drink. and the number of minutes you are active each day.
Review these notes daily.
Nearly' 24 million Americans
have diabetes - including 11.4
percent of Kentuckians are estimated to have diabetes compared to 8.1 percent of adults
nationwide. In 2000. the
Kentucky rate for diagnosed
diabetes was the 4th highest in
the nation at an estimated
366.(X)0 adults in Kentucky. It is
estimated that one-third of the
people with diabetes don't know
that they have the disease, and
people with undiagnosed diabetes may experience damage to
the heart, eyes. kidneys, and
limbs - without producing any
symptoms. It is estimated that
another 57 million adults in the
U.S. have pre-diabetes. placing
them at increased risk for developing type 2 diabetes.
Diabetes is also becoming
more prevalent among younger
adults. In 2000, fewer than 2
percent of Kentuckians aged 3544 had been diagnosed with diabetes. but by 2008, that number
had more than quadrupled to a
rate of 8 percent. Diabetes is
becoming more common in
Kentucky due to multiple factors. Many Kentuckians are at

WESTERN

risk due to high ra!es ot ohemty
(30 percent of Kentucky adults)
and low rates of physical activity (30 percent of Kentucky
adults are inactive). In addition,
38.5 percent of adults have high
blood pressure and 30 percent
report high cholesterol levels.
Preventive care is the simplest way to avoid diabetes and
its complications. A healthy diet,
combined with daily exercise.
has tseen shown to dramatically
reduce incidence of this disease.
In response to the educational needs of diabetics in our area,
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital hosts Diabetes SelfManagement Classes each
month. During the month of
November. classes will be held
from 5:30-8:30 p.m. on the following dates:
• Thursday. Nov. I I - Center
for
Health
Wellness
&
Classroom
• Monday, Nov. 15 - Center
for
Health
&
Wellness
Conference Room
• Tuesday. Nov. 16 - Center
for
Health
&
Wellness
Classroom
These classes are taught be
Certified Diabetes Educators
who will educate individuals
and their families, about how to
control their diabetes through
diet and exercise. Pre-registration is required.
For more information on
Diabetes. or to sign up for the
Diabetes
Self-Management
Classes. contact the Center for
Diabetes at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at 762-1806.

KENTUCKY

N E.1,4en•RE.+1,7 41.1.G

CHR!STOPHER M. KING, M.D. '
s
•

KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Torres
RETIREMENT THANKS: Outgoing Murray-Calloway County Hospital CEO Keith Bailey is
presented with a framed print of the hospital's South Tower expansion during a recent. hospital board meeting. Making the presentation is Sandra Parks. board chair.

MCCH hosts `Get Quit' clinic
Special to the Ledger
To encourage smokers to quit for a day in the
hope they may quit for good, the American Cancer
Society has designated Nov. 18 as the Great
American Smokeottt.
In conjunction with the Great American
Smokeout. Murray-Calloway County Hospital has
partnered with Pfizer. and will be hosting a Get
Quit Clinic at the Center for Health & Wellness.
The program will take place at two separate times
on Thursday, Nov. 18 from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. and also from 3:30-4:30 p.m. The program,
hosted in the Center for Health & Wellness classroom. is free of charge and open to everyone.
The program speaker will be Barbara Forbes.
NP, RN, who is a mayo-clinic trained tobacco specialist. She will be presenting about tools that
could change the way you think about quitting
smoking. You'll leam:

• Why it is so hard to quit
• How this time can be different
• Types of treatment and support available
• How to create a quit plan
• Strategies for overcoming urges
Accompanying her during the presentation is a
patient ambassador who was a lifelong smoker
that has successfully quit. and will be sharing their
personal story. Anyone interested in attending the
clinic may call Melissa Ross. Health Promotions
Coordinator. at 762-1832. A light lunch will be
provided at the lunch session. and refreshments
will be served at the afternoon session.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital implemented a Tobacco Free Campus in 2009 and encourages those interested in quitting smoking to register and learn more by attending this free workshop.

A Special Th_ank You!
fer Rogel*S,.A1ZNP
TVas recently Voted,ilfurray C,;`'
Comity's Favorite Fqmily Practioner:
Jennifer would like to
extend a special thank
you to, her patients,
nurses and staff at
Primary Care
Medical Center.
Jennifer is the wife of
Jamie Rogers, proud
soccer morn of Caleb
& Nathan and an
active member of
Westside Baptist
Church.

Thank You, Murray/Ill
Dr. Christopher King and family would like to thank the good
people of Murray and Calloway County for so warmly welcoming
them and the opening of their private neurology practice, Western
Kentucky' Neurology'. Dr. King is accepting nel,v patients, and will
ensure that you and your loved ones receive the best neurology
arc available. Please call the office today for an appointment!
.300 SOUTH.

.ST, SUITE.282*

PHONE:270..761.5333

1000 SOUTH 121 I-1:)TREET 270.759.9200
WWW.PRIMARYCAREMEDICALCENTER.COM
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New study: Sex, drugs more common in hyper-texting teens
By MIKE STOBBE
AP Medical Writer
ATLANTA I AP) Teens
who text 120 times a day or
more --- and there seems to he a
lot of them — are more likely to
hate had sex or used alcohol
and drugs than kids who don't
send as many messages. according to provocative new research.
The study's authors aren't suggesting that "hyper-texting"
leads to set. drinking or drugs.
but sa% it's startling to see an
apparent link between etcessive
messaging and that kind of risky
behat tot
The study. concludes that a significant number of teens are
very susceptible to peer pressure
and also have permissive or
absent parents. said Dr. Scott
Frank. the study's lead author.
"If parents are monitoring

their kids' letting and social netAbout one in 25 fall into both
working. thes're probabl% moni- categories.
toring other activities as well."
liyper-texting and hyper-netsaid Frank. an associate profes- working were more common
sor of epideiniology and biosta- among girls, minorities. kids
tistics at Case Western Reserve whose parents have less educaUniversity' School of Medicine.
tion and students from a singleFrank was scheduled to pres- mother household. the study
ent the study Tuesday at a meet- found.
ing of the American Public
Frank's study is billed as one
Health Association in Denver.
of the first studies to look at tesThe study was done at 20 pub- ting and social networking anti
lic high schools the Cleveland whether they are linked to actuarea last year. and is based on al sexual intercourse or to other
confidential paper surveys of risky behaviors.
more than 4.2(K) students.
"This study demonstrates that
It found that about one in five it's a legitimate question to
students were hyper-texters anti explore." said Douglas Gentile.
about one in nine are hyper-net- who runs the Media Research
workers — those who spend Lab at Iowa State University.
three or more hours a day on
The stud% found those who
Facebook and other social net- text at least 120 times a day are
working websites.
nearly three-and-a-half times

Community Involvement ...

more likely. to have had sex than
their peers who don't text that
much. Hyper-testers were also
more likely to have been in a
physical fight. hinge drink, use
illegal drugs or take medication
without a prescription.
Compared to the heavy testers. the hyper-networkers were
not as likely to have had sex. but
more likely to have been
Involved in other risky behaviors like drinking or fighting.
A Kaiser Family Foundation
study found that about half of
children ages 8 to 18 send text
messages on a cell phone in a
typical day. The testers estimated they average 118 texts per
day. That study also found that
only 14 percent of kids said their
parents set rules litniting texling.

Other studies have tied teen said Tiara Freeman-Sargeant. 0:
texting to risky or lewd behav- 14-year-old Shaker
Heightt
ior. A Pew Research Center High School freshman.
She ,sid
study found that about one-third she sends
and receives
of 16- and 17-year-olds send 250
texts a day'.
texts while driving. And an
Talking on the phone just isn
Associated Press-MTV poll
appealing to some teens. said
((nand that atxiut one-quarter of
her classmate, Ivanna Stormsteenagers have "sexted" -Thompson.
shared sexually explicit photos,
"Your arm gets tired. your ear
videos and chat by cell phone or
gets
sweaty." said Ivanna. whc
online.
The latest survey did not ask also doesn't like the awkvard
what students texted or what silences.
Like her friend. Ivanna said
they discussed on social netshe mostly gets A's. Whethei
works.
One suburban Cleveland stu- kids who text do well in school
dent said her texts involve non- or behave in a crazy, risky wa%
sexual small talk with friends, is coincidental, she said.
homework assignments and stu"It depends on who you're
dent council bake sales.
talking to and whether they have
"1 text with my mother atxiut their priorities straight." she
what time I need picked up.
said.

Nearly 4,500 stranded on cruise ship off Mexico
By JULIE WATSON
Associated Press
SAN DIEGO (AP) — A
cruise ship stranded offshore
with 4.500 passengers and crew
must he towed slowly into a
Mexican port and will not arrive
until at least Wednesday night.
the Coast Guard said Tuesday.
The C'arnival Splendor was
2(N) iniles south ot San Diego
when an engine room fire cut its
power early Monday. according
to a statement from Miami

based Carnival Cruise Lines.
The 3,299 passengers and
1,167 crew members were not
hurt and the fire was put out, but
the 952-foot ship had no air conditioning. hot water or telephone service. Auxiliary power
allowed toilets and cold running
water to be restored Monday
night.
The. Mexican Riviera-bound
ship, which was drifting at)out
55 miles off the northern Baja
California coast. was in contact

with the U.S. Coast Guard,
which deployed aircraft and
ships along with the U.S. Navy
and Mexican Navy.
Two Mexican seagoing tugboats contracted out of the pon
of Ensenada were expected to
reach the cruise ship at midday
Tuesday and arrive back at the
port around 8 p.m. PST
Wednesday. Coast Guard Petty
Officer Kevin Metcalf said.

Quilters collaborate to reveal
African American heritage
Darren Jones (left current Chamber Board Chair
Hob IlargnIse (right Chandler Hoard Chair 1996-1997

What does it mean to vou? At The Murray Bank, it
means giving back to the very community that we so
proudly call home. Honored to be named the
2009'2010 Chamber of Commerce Large Business of the Year,
we believe community involvPment is crucial to the
overall success of our hometown. We embrace
opportunities to make Murray-Calloway County a better
place. That's why you'll see our officers and employees
involved in numerous community
organizations, serving as youth sports coaches as well as
on non-profit boards and actively engaged in their
churches. We invite you to join our investment in your
comrnunity by banking with us, The Murray Bank ...
Murray-Calloway County's only hometown bank.

The 4)
Murray Bank
Boitkiit ,Should He

405 South 12th St reel &
700 North 12111 Street
270-753-5626
st tt.themurrabank.com
Metoher i0ft

Special to the Ledger
Quiliers trom Tennessee and
Kentucky will collaborate with
The Homeplace. located in Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation Arca. and
Fort
Donelson
National
Battlefield to design a series of
quilts depicting the African
American experience "Between
the Rivers'.(LB1.1. and the Civil
War in Middle Tennessee.
The project. sponsored by The
Homeplace, Fort Donelson
National Battlefield, and the
Emmanuel Family Life Center
Quilting Guild of Clarksville.
Tenn.. will begin with a panel
discussion
on
African
Americans at Fort Donelson.
Fon Henry. and "Between the

Rivers" on Saturday, Nov. 20.
from 1-3 p.m. at Emmanuel
Family Life Center, 303
Fairview Lane, Clarksville.
Guest speakers will include
Cindy
Earls
from
The
Homeplace: Nina Finley from
the Houston County Historical

Society: Susan Hawkins from
Fort Donelson: George Sholar, a
descendant of African American
soldiers who were recruited at
Fort Donelson: and Nancy J.
Dawson. an African American
Studies researcher and the project director.

including schools, museums and
libraries. The quilts will be discussion pieces to help Fort
Donelson and The Homeplace
interpret the Underground
Railroad in this area, the
enslavement
of
African
Americans. and their daily lives
during the Civil War era.
The event is free and open to
the public. Quilters and historians are encouraged to participate. For more information, email Dr. Nancy' J Dawson at
efuanjd@yahoo.com.

Additional LBL and "Friends
In honor of African American
History Morth, the quilt exhibit of LBL" inforniation is also
will be displayed at various available on the website or by
locations throughout Tennessee calling 1 (800) LBL-7077 or
and Kentucky in Feb. 2011. (270)924-2000.

New Springsteen concert flick proves it all night
NEW' YORK (APi -- A made the film las: December at
uniquely
crafted
new the historic Paramount Theatre
Springsteen concert video in Asbury Park. N.J. It gives
promises to stoke the souls of viewers an up-close-and-perinsatiable Bruce buffs. And. sonal view of the stark stage.
judging from the wild response from every conceivable angle.
at its big-screen premiere, film
Springsteen and the E Street
fanatics may be captivated as Band perform an entire album
well.
just for themselves. with no live
Grammy and Emmy award- audience.
winning director Thcm Zimny
The "Darkness on the Edge of

Saturday, Nov. 13th
the day to get rid of your stash!
It's time to get rid of your
unused & expired medicine.
For information on where you can
dispose of your unused medicine, visit
www.americanmedicinechest.com
Thefirst 100 people that bring medications will receive a
goodie bag and a rafflefor two $50 gift cards.

762-7332
www.ccasap.com
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Town" % ideo is being released to
fans NOY. 16 as part of a deluxe
CD and DVD set that also
includes "The Promise: The
Making of'Darkness on the End
of Town.'" a documentary on the
1978 album.
The concert video's recent
DOC NYC film festival premiere was met with unbridled
enthusiasm. Shouts of "Yeab!"
and "W00000!" ricocheted
through Manhattan's stately
Ziegfeld Theatre as the crowd
got swept up in the musical and
visual moments, beginning with
a
rousing
rendition . of
"Badlands."
The cameras bring the viewers
eyeball to eyeball with the band,
capturing Springsteen's taut
upper torso, a bead of sweat, the
arching eyebrow. the veins popping out on his neck as he
becomes lost in the angst. Even
the pores on his skin are
detectable on the big screen.
amid a hint of facial stubble.
Zimny said he was struck by
how. simultaneously focused.
relaxed and in perfect synch the
musicians are. He and E Street
drummer Max Weinberg said
the film captured small, unconscious cues. the way the musicians communicate with small
gestures.
There's the "twitch of his leg,"
Weinberg marteled after seeing
the video for the first time "The
shoulder comes up ... to indicate
where to go."
Weinberg. who performs
behind The Boss. joked that it
was the first time he'd seen
Springsteen's eyes.
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to the Bee Creek. Any comments or objections
roncerning this applicatiob shall be directed to
Kentucky Division of Water. Surface Water Permit
Branch. Floodplain Management Section.
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JOYCE IS BACK
FROM RETIREMENT
Part time only
Call today for appointment
615 S. 12th St.• 753-5042
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GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
L
INVENTORY CLOSEOUT',
Save
Thousands on Steel
Buildings' Only a few
left 2400. 35x34.
30x60 Ask about our
Display Program for
additional Savings' Call
Now, 1-866-352-0469

MR. TUXEDO
Over 75
Styles & Colors
Best Quality
Low price
NEW LOCATION
3195 121 S.
753-9038
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only ()vie
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.

he big screen.
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CA
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applicatiOns
for the !ollowing pOSI[ions tor a temporary
assignment
Positions available or
1st. 2nd. and 3rd shifts
Customer
Service
Representative
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resume to
careers chuckiones.net
isi
V
t
www chuckiones.net
for
compiete
rob
descriptions
If hired applicants must
pass a baCkgrOund
check and drug screen

SUBSOZIBE

ARE YOU A REGISTERED NURSE INTERESTED IN
TEMPORARY, FULL-TIME WORK at $40 PER HOUR?
YOU must be available to work either 7a-7p or 7p-7a
and every other weekend
Assignment runs December 1. 2009 through April 30. 2010
in our Med Surg Dept
If YOU are interested, apply online at www murrayhospital org TODAY
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Stephanie Nutter-Osborne. Recruiter 270-762-1906
803 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
COME GROW WITH MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL!
WE SPECIALIZE. IN YOU'
Full-Time AdvanCed Registered Nurse
Practitioner or Physician Assistant needed for
muffespecialty practice. Excellent hours.
benefits and compensation package offered.
All applicants should have one year's
experience preferred. Please send
or bring resume to:
1000 South 12th Street
Murray. KY 42071

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'ir
try to find.
Cause we ail have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

EMPLOYMENT
Specialist needed tor
Mayfield/Murray area
Will be assisting High
School students and
adults with disabilities
to obtaon employment.
Bachelors Degree preferred but not required.
b,sessmamaamoses• Full or Part-Time with
•
hours.
•
Paris Landing State Park Inn • flexible
•
Background
check
400 Lodge Road
required. Please send
Buchanan TN 38222
resume to
•
Easter
Seals
Employment
•
▪
We are accepting applications
Connections:
801
ON-LINE for
a North 29th
Street.
•
▪
Food Service Assistant Mgr. 2
Paducah KY 42001

medication and complete
S2198-S3516/month
•
the appropriate documenmedical insurance paid annual
tation. and accompanying
days & holidays
indis 'dual to & from
appointments acti‘ Me,
Apply
ON-LINE only
S diploma (iED. •
November 10-23 2010 at
xalid DTI\er's License u
http://tn.goy/dohr/
a good dm ing record and •
employment/careerhtml
a clean background arc •
MUSt' LOE Please submit
resume
to • Tfie State of Tennessee rs an
( arta
comop tir • equal opportunay equal access
g or lax to
270-90t, • affirmafive action employer
22%4
▪
di • II II III • 11 • II •• II •

Call 753-1916

PHARMACY Tech, 5
hrsr day, M-F (no eve).
$8.50ihr. fax resume to
270-753-1131
RECEPTIONIST, 10 to
15 hours/week, fax
resume to
(2701 753-1131
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Paid holidays and vacation. health and dental
plans. salary plus commission. are all part tit
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
N1urray, KIL' 42071

PECO

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Aceeptirg
•
resumes
All sales career.,
,
& ottier positrOn,
.Senct to
• PO .Box 363
lvlurray, KY
-42071.

GIenDI Inc.
it:sae/we ro mArr SOME irrim
"ASH 'OR rme floyeArs?
TqkimactoicgliQns for :
Port time trailer spotter
Commercial Drivers license required
Must be 23 yrs of age with
clean driving record
Also seeking part time drivers
Class A CDL required
Must be 23 yrs of age
Must hove 2 yrs. OTR driving experience
and clean MVR
91 SPRUCE STREET, MURRAY, KY
270-759-5540
Coll between
I Gorri-4pM
or apply within

GRAPHIC DESIGN I
l'he N1urray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes tOr an experienced Graphic
Designcr. Proficiency vvith Quark X-Press and
Adobe Photoshop is required. Must be able to
multi-task and work efficiently in a fast paced
environment.

FIDALGO
Bay
of
Murray. a local independent coffee shop. is
looking tor Baristas to
work the morning or
afternoon shift
We
employ both full and
• part-time workers. If
you enjoy people, are
outgoing. like to learn
new things. and are
• looking for steady
▪ hours, you are the per• son for us, W offer
• competitive pay Send
• your resume to Tracy
MI Cunningham . PO Box
MI 1402. Murray. KY. stop
II in and pock-up an apple
In cation. e-mail your
In resume to
• fidalgobay ky@yahoo
FULL Time position for
an automotive parts
counter. Right person
e strong computer
skills and friendly personality Experience
preferred but will train
right person. Monday
Thru Friday 7-5 Send
Resume to PO Box 148
Attention
Manager $10 perHhiroln
ug
r

GOOD used air conditioner stove refrigerator electric & gas
heater storm windows
753-4109

6 5 Carcano Rifle 270873-9695
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-N Treasures Free gifts
for kids. Buy and
appraise co:ns 27°753-4161
Case tracDRYER.
tori801 81. real estate
lots
Will consider
trades. 753-4109. 227
1546
PHOTOGRAPHY
Studio Equipment For
Sale. studio lights, professional
printerApson 4000. 6ft soft
box. fog machine. etc.
The lot 51,400 270247-5799. 270-7485909
Appkances

Salary v.ill be based on expenenee.

Christian Childcare
Center now enrolling
ages
1-5
years.
Located at 810 Whitnell
by Neon Beach. Fullhme rate is Si 10./wk
Part-time
rate
is
$23/day with a 2 day
minimum.
270-7671177

KENMORE
Electric
Range. 30 inch, white.
self cleaning oven.
extra nice. $200 27°435-4176. 270-2933551

Honest Single Mom
needs work. Will sit
with
elderly.
run
errands. dialysis. 270873-2051 or 227-7537
RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE
SEEKING
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502

WAMCS-ELKINS

Paid holidays and vacation. health and dental
plans. are all part of an excellent benefit package

Graphic Design Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity. Employer

COMMUNITY Options.
Inc . national nomprofil
dedicated to emit°,enng
indrt'duals u des clopmcntal drsabilities is currently
seeking
Community Support Stan
• Applicants must possess a minimum
in Benton. KV FT & PT
•
of 5 years full-time volume food seropportunities aYailable
•
vice work including at least 2 years
Responsibilities include
•
assibting
Ihine ▪ of supervisory experience Even& the de.elopmeni ▪
ence in banquets catering and
of independent commuteRestaurant Mgmt a must
▪
!Ring, administering

DISCLAINIER
v. hen astessing ihe

First American Cash
Advance. a leader on
the consumer loan
industry is looking for
aggressive, dependable and s3ccess driven PART-TIME Sales
Assoc:ate in the Murray
area to soon our team
Applicants with sales.
collection andror management experience a
plus. but not required.
Competitive pay and
monthly bonuses for
successful candidates.
EOE
APPLY
NOW
AT
WWW.ACOOLJOB
COM

Scott Robbins. University of Tennessee at Martin. Dept. of Public Safety.
159 Crisp Hall. Martin. TN 38238
UT Martin is an EEO/AA,Tale VITTelelkSection 504/ADA/ADEA employe;

CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Bensor Sporting
Goods, 519 S 1211,
Murray

COMPETITIVE
PAW!

The N1urray. Ledger & Times is currently
accemin:t; resumes for the position ot
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include sen icing established accounts. developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working v.ith the public and be self-motivated.
Pnor sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. !Marketing. or Public Relations
preferred. but not required. Salary will he
based on education and sales experience.

To apply, send a letter of interest. resume. transcript and list of 3 current
references td

COM

itch of his leg,"

ed after seeing
first time "The

Must be physically canaore of lifting up to 50 pounds and spending 1 3 of
the work day doing the foliowing, Climbing, stooping, kneeiong,crouching.
reaching, walking, static position, fingering. grasping. talking, hearing. see
ing. repetitive motions. carrying, dnving

Nonce

the angst. Even
his skin are

rendition , of

This position will also insist in the daily operations of the Office of
Environmental Health and Safety_ The ideal candidate should be well
versed in EPA and OSHA compliance as a relates to a university setting.
Candidate should be knowldedgeable of compliance requtrements as they
relate to campus activities involving hazardous and universal waste generation and disposal. Emergency Planning Community Righ-to-Know Act,
011 Pollution Act. State underground storage tank regulations and vahous
other federal and state environmentai regulatory compliance requirements.
A Bachelor degree in Environmental Science. Industrial Hygiene or other
related field. PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:

WWW.utin.eduldepartments/finadmin/personnel/StaffPositions.htm

020

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and compantes mentioned herein
are believed tc be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of ii- employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

beginning with

This position is responsible for managing the development and implementation of all UTM emergency preparedness and emergency management
programs, procedures, training, and exercises as they apply to internal
operations as well as coordination with external agencies The position
will provide disaster preparedness training to university employees and
prepare emergency plans and procedures for natural (e.g.. tornados,
floods, earthquakes. health emergencies/pandemics) and technological
(e.g. hazardous materials events) disasters.

For detailed lob description go to.
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ANTIOUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-600.4

1

Entry Level Social Worker Positior.
4 full-time positions avaiiable for qualified
professionals to work with at risk families ano
their children Pennynle Allied Community
Services. Inc is accepting resumes for the
positior ot Family Preservation in-Home
Specialist in our Hopkinsville and Mayfield
offices The applicant must have excellent
written and comrnunicabon skills, willing to
work a flexible unpredictable schedule. and
have the ability tr make well informed
decisions independently Training will be
provided Annual salary is $25.000 with fur
benefits Applicants who hold a Bachelor 5
Degree in Soc,al Work, Psychology. Socioloq,
Or related held arr., rvited to send their
resumes by Foday November 19 2C 1

Sbbris Equienerlt

Pool Table Guy.
20 Years Exper ence
Poo: Thees 8cugit Soc.
Serv ced and Moved ,
731-819-4655

MDM COMPUTERS
Service:Sales
RepairsUpgrades
759.3556
140
Went to Buy

Direct sales experience is required

Brethaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for State Regostered Nursing
Assistants We offer competitive wage,
and an excellent benefit package
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton.
KY 42025 E0E/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE EOEJAAE

200

Computers

Candidates should have a desire to be
part of a wowing. vibrant company taking
care of the residential water
treatment needs

eall:94141

E South 12th St
(270)753-1713

120

rum,
I Culligar water is looking for a Outside
Direct Sales Person

We offer a training salary then
COMMtSSIOn only plus Full Benefits
Email Resume to tucas@goculligan.com

LARGE
SELECTION
uSED APPUANCES

270
Mobile Homes For Sele
•*OWNER Finance••
3BR.
2BA
$4.950/down $6954ro
193 Seth Ln, Murray.
615-397-3171
2BR & Lot. $11.900.
270-753-6012

Ha t f
S 1?
Subscribe to flu

Filome Deli*ery
lawal Mail
3 mo.
$30.00
3
$35.00
mo.
o mo.
$55.00
6 mo
$63.00
1 I yr.
$105.00
I yr.
$110.00
1
1
1

Rest of KilTN

3 mo...._-___S711.50
S9000
1 6 mo
1 yr
S120.00
I Cheek

All Olher Mail
Subscription..
3 mo.
$75.00
6 TO
SIM (W)
r.
S145.00

Money Order

Visa

M./('
1
1
1

1
1
I ' r
I -t.tte

NOW HIRING
DeirverytWarehousing
& Sales. Apply in person at
Murray Supply. 206
East
Main
Street.
Mon-Fn. 8am-5pm
No Phone Calls

e

t,time Ph
oupon with payment to
Mail thi.,

Check us out on the Web!
•

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
(2701753-1916

1
1
1
1

CLASSWIEDS

4/1 • V1idne.day. N.member 10. 2010

Murra, I,edger & Times

ices Memo
2BR newly remodeled
nside & out, appliances storage shed
Ouiet rural setting near
take No pets $580
includes
utilities
Security deposit and
ferences 227-0004
NICE 2 bedroom. no
pets. 753-9866

3 & 4BR
Available
C•
Various
Loca,
Coleman RE 270
9898

Rotting .-...kner offeung beautiful 30.
m.cettent tficat.. •

1BR. unfurnished, near
campus. no pets. nonsmoking unit. $260 per
month. 753-5980
2BR.
A. all appliances. large master
bedroom, deck, & lawn
maintenance. Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
4BR, C/H/A. all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898.

1505 Diugutd
1BR 6. 2BR Apts
270-753-8556
EBB I-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
appointment
today.
270-753-2905
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721. Mon
&
Thurs
10-12pm TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunrty.
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water. trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo,
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment'
(270)492-821 1
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
wrth great view. W/D.
refrigerator,
stove.
Very quiet All utilities
Paid including electric.
$600/mo plus deposit
270-492-8211

2BR, 1BA. 5min North
of Murray. no pets
759-4826

*Flight Re,ieW
*Discovery Flight

Storage RIR*
nume Seuatate 120n. r'
matching givage that could be easily
converted Into guest house Oaner
silencing available Contact ont, owner n,
753 30/8 5135 000 before 1-1-201 1
3,3erlIttrlett3te

A&F Warehousing

Near MSU $20-50
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Real Estate

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

%hum ledge; & built" F.,
\°lice
3.1,‘,...ca non
•ahtst to

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

thi fislf rat f a.r

Additions. Remodeling.

Floating. Vinyl Siding.

onier 01121 S & Glendale
IOXIO S25 10115 SOO

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
'53-9600
Commerical Prop. For Rent
Ideal location for smal
business in Dixieland
Business Center. 404
N. 4th St. A/C and gas
heat. 100°... fireproof.
Plenty
of
parking.
Shroat
Developers.
270-753-3018

AKC
Registered
Rottweiler
Puppies.
German Bloodline. 5
males,
1
female.
Parents on site. $500.
270-293-5586
AKC Shih Tzu Puppies.
Checked,
Vet
1st
shots, Female $250
Male 5200 Catl 27°978-0020 or 270-8325538 evenings
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
FEMALE AKC tri-colored
French
pied
Bulldog puppy. $2000.
Serious inquires only.
Cell (904) 382-5472.
Labrador Retnevers
Chocolate & Black
9 weeks old. $150
270-625-6426
(Princeton)
Miniature Dachshund
Puppies. Black & Tan.
2 females $250 each,
male $150. Hazel, KY
719-688-3947
Shih-Tzu
puppies.
AKC. CKC. male $200270-251-0310
$300
evenings
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Pte. Estimates
Stump-Removal
4400
Horne 270 41'.10+4
.

SATURDAY
Lots of Clothes.
Toys, Tools, Fishing,
Hunting Equipment

MBC Storage
10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

753-2905

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8. PARTS
460
Homes For Sale
110 Breezeway Or
Almo 3BR, 2BA.
Subdivision
wyvw torsalebyowner
for
more
details
$132,500
Pr.ced
below appraisal 270293-4553
309 Woodlawn 3BR,
2BA.
new
decor.
$79.900 474-2520.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
KIRKSEY. 3BR. 2BA,
30.X40'
detached
garage. $88.500. Call
227-9547 after 6pm or
leave message

tow/haul
package
heated seats, remote
start. good condition
$^4 500,
270-2932544

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandrnotorsales.com
270-753-4461
1996 Mustang, automatic, V-6-3.8. runs
great. $2,900. cal! 270.978-2768

1997 Chevy 1500. 4x4
166.000 moles Sell as
is 270-767-0893
530

Services Offered
L&M
•
. LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarante

753-1816 227-061

Hill Electric I
tri
Al! Size Ur;its • Climate Cont
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
/312 Whitteell Ave.

753-3853

PICK UP

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding firewood Insured 489-

HALL'S
ASTE
MANAGEMENT
•

759-1151 •293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton Granite

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Odd Jobs. Repairs
Hbme Ac;to.
Carpentry. Light
Electrical,
' • Yards.
Much More •
No.Job too Smell

FLAVVLESS
FINISH
Pressure Wa.shing.
Aibustts, Patias
• Decks. Sidevyalks & Ortyeways, Vinyl
Fences'8, Siding
Cafl
Fw A'.
Free Esttmete,
270-562-2228 *

-to yrs, expeui,r,re

(270)759-0501

'

Jacob
270-978-0278

ROOFING
Licensed
ind
fully
insured.
Adam's
Home
mprovement
,70-227-2617

Sinse 19tth
24 Noun SERVICE
Res Com . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All lobs or small l

753-9562
CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp. 2938814

iiali Proof, Tax Rebate,
Energy Star

ALL BRANDS

(270)227-6238

ik

RP I I

I

it III

The Last Roof You
Will Ever
Ifif
Need!
o
i

270-753-1713

SUDOKU
Conceptis SudoKu

2

Stockwell [Metiers

Appliance
RePair
Ward Elkins

T.,
est,
436-

3301 St. Rt 121N.

,Handyindu.NVork

111001111NO

PAiintOnliiico

YEARRY Service. i iee
mates Phone
2562. 227-0267

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so ai
their own nsk. Although
persons and compa
nies mentioned hereir
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger
Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

C.7 Emu.

ri in Int.i &
Residents%)
•Asphalt Instan.allen

6c Marble

753-8087

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

MITCHELL
BROS. .
PAVING. •
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Answer to previous puzzle

2 3 6 1
4 1 8 5
5 7 9 3
8 2 5 6
7 6 1 9
3 9 4 8
6 8 2 4
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MSU hosts 'Battle of the Brains'
Planet Initiative. like issues of
pandemic disease spread and
urbanization." said Alan Ganek.
vice president of strategy for
business and technology at IBM.
"I! gives them a greater awareness of their ability to enrich our
lives by making our planet
smarter and more sustainable.
Since IBM becaine the sponsor of the event in 1997, the contest has expanded over 800 percent from 1,100 competing
teams to more than 7.100. With
a stance that being connected
alone is not enough. IBM has set
out to help cultivate new generations of talent to help infuse
intelligence into our ever-connected world. The contest
lauds scholarships, job opportunities, prizes, and bragging
rights to the illustrious "World's
Smanest Trophy" to its competitors. Past winners of this title
include
Shanghai Jiatong
University
(2010),
St.
Petersburg University (2009,
2008) and Warsaw University in

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynaniii.:
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-Sti-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Opportunities emerge it
you follow your intuition, especially when dealing with others
A sudden insight tosses you into
thought Take your time, as all
this could be changing your
plans and your perspective
Tonight Burning the midnight oil
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** It might take quite a bit
of perspective to understand
what is going on You could be
overwhelmed by everything that
drops on your plate and the
unpredictability of others Learn
to flex and wave goodbye to
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Poland (2(X/71.
"Typically',
the
bigger
schools fare a lot better in the
competition," Bill Lyle. assistant professor of computer science at MSU, said. "Both competition and stress run extremely'
high under the clock." he added.
Although Murray's teams did
not mak.: !he cut to advance.
Lyle said he was pleased with
the efforts of the MSU teams.
"To the best of my recollection.
this is the most problems correctly solved by Nlurray State
teams ever." he noted.
Murray State has been host to
the regional competition for 20
years, and is one of 10 sites
across the mid-central region ot
the country where universities
rally to coinpete. MSU's region
includes Missouri, Arkansas,
Tennessee. Kentucky
and
Illinois. with special inclusions
from the universities of
Evansville and Mississippi due
to distance from other regional
hosts.
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Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, Nov. 11, 2010:
This year. you open up to a verydifferent style and way of
approaching matters. Keep conversations moving at an even
clip, and don't get bogged down
in the details. Observe a tendency' not to express your depth and
feelings. Understand that perhaps this type of withholding
impacts your relationships. If
you are single. you easily' could
meet two people of interest
simultaneously. One could be
more exciting than the other.
who will be more stable and
secure. Take your time deciding
if you want to make any type ot
commitment and to whom! If
you are attached, the two of you
become more deeply united on
goals and key' pastimes. Re-create your first date or your first
tew encounters. Let romance
build. AQUARIUS t.:an he challenging.
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By Reese Hawkins
Rhodes
College.
Union
MSU PubIic Relations
University and the University of
New 2-1
Vv'hile most students are Evansville.
Bedroom homes in
preparing for finals and chip"The Battie of the Brains is
Riverfield Estates.
ping away. at those mid-term the Olympics of the computer
lit; Real Property grades, Murray State geared up programming
world," Dr.
to host the 35th annual IBM- Michael Karasick, vice presiProfessionals
sponsored Association for dent of strategy and technology
293-7872
Computing
Machinery at IBM software group, said.
TO view all homes fo
International
Collegiate "The amount of talent that we
sale go to
Programming Contest, or the have the opportunity to witness
www campbellrealty.com "Battle
of the Brains." on each year is trnly impressive and
Saturday. Nov. 6.
a testament to the value of comThis year's regional competi- petition."
Motorrici7A1
7-1Ys
tions were expected to attract
Teams of three were tasked
_J tens
of thousands of students with the completion of a semes2009 Kaw KLX110
from universities in approxi- ter's worth of real-world probMonster Energy Edition
mately 90 countries on six conti- lems and are expecied to tackle
dirt bike 3 speed,
nents. all competing to be one of as many of then! as possible
bought new, May 2010.
within the five-hour allotment.
like new $1,800 080. the 100 successful teams who
will advance to the World Finals The team solving the most probCall 270-748-8162
in Shann El-Sheikh, Egypt. on lems within the least amount of
March 3, 2011.
time wins a coveted position on
Murray State had three teams the World Finals roster.
in the running Saturday and
"The types of questions
2007
Jeep
hosted several colleges such as asked during the Battle of the
Commander
4x4
University of Tennessee-Martin, Brains are very much influenced
Limited, 48,000 miles.
Hemi. leather seats, Western Kentucky' University. by the same daunting challenges
tackle with IBM's Smarter
sun-roof, moon-roof, the University of Mississippi.
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CALL 753-1916
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ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer. back hoe, and
track
hoe
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Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404

(270)925-5387
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J81. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.

1270)436-2524
(270)293-6906

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters.
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (87331

ADAMS Home
Improvement

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

Yard Side

2BR,
1BA.
2-car
garage, large yard. par
tially fenced $550 plus
security 978-7441

O'BRYAN TREE

TREE

Murfay
PrOlession,i! light
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400

1 & 4BR Houses
Lease
&
Deposi
Required
270-753
4109
2BR. 1BA. 1 mile west
of Murray S550/mc
753-2225, 556-9037.
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st Full Pao Rent Free
Calloway Garden
E_sse% Down s
Apartments

TOON
SERVItE
h.stiffhl Aeikabkr

LEARN TO FLY

I

753-7668

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murra,,
Lease and der - •
required. 753-4109
IBR, price reduced
various
locations
Coleman RE 7539898.

!Murray

by Jacqueline Mar
rigidity. Tonight: Take Ul new vistas.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** One-on-one reiating
could bring forth some startling
insights that might encourage
thinking through a community or
professional matter. Ge willing to
listen more to a close friend or
loved one. Tonight: A cozy gettogether where there is music.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You discover how difficult it can be to juggle many different interests. Expert opinions.
as well as news from a distance,
could be quite startling. Defer to
others who might have a
stronger sense of direction.
Tonight: Accept an invitation.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Others seem to be the
source of energy and plans.
Though you might not feel like
you can put your feet up you
certainly don't need to push so
hard. Your ability to synthesize
ideas needs to come into play.
Tonight, Consider starting your
weekend early.

going, even if you have a
moment of feeling shocked ana
without words. This situation will
encourage greater ingenuity and
creativity Make calls: encourage
opinions. Be open, and respect
different ideas. Tonight: Make it
early.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Curb a need to possess at
this moment. You really don't
need to live like the Joneses.
Opportunity strikes out of the
blue. A friendship could take an
interesting turn. Tonight: Strut on
out the door.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Though you might
need to negotiate an insight or
event, you radiate with happiness and directness. Someone
you care a lot about demon-

strates that his or her feelings
are mutual Learn to relax a little
more. Tonight: Your treat.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Take your time dealing

OuR LA!
Ci4LA
MOVED Ou
1-1•16 ivOt.+
(4ii
.tri•

with a personal matter, especially as it is interfering with your
daily routine. Your instincts could
be unusually correct regarding a
money matter. Still. curb wild
risking! Tonight: You are coming
into your own element.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Note that at present
you are best among groups of
people. How you push your
agenda and the choices you
make might be guided by your
entourage more than you realize. A meeting could evolve into
a social happening. Tonight:
Only as you lik.e

2U5TIN,
HAVEN'T YC
GOTTEN
UP YET?

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Your creativity pinnacles. as does the ability to
intrigue others Use this combo
to increase your audience and
pull with a key matter. A child or
new friend could play a significant role in your day. Let go of
being meticulous. Tonight: Head
home. Everyone needs some
quiet lime.

GIM

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** If you can lie back or
work from home, all the better.
You will have the energy to flex
with some surprising events or
news. You have a soft and caring
manner that intrigues a loved
one. This person cannot get
enough of you! Tonight: Get into
weekend mode.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Keep communication

Elvis, male, one year. Boston
Temer

Keystone, lernale. 011C
Tabby tile) Mix

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT 10 AM-3 PM
I
1)1)1,1,
6 .ri

Murray-Calloway County Animal Sheller •
at (270) 754)4141
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'fen years ago
The 11.,Ily Berry Bake Sale
and Tea Room ot hist PieshyierIan Church Women ssill he sat
urdas at the church
Re,ently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mt, ItalieII
limns: and a hos 11, Metle and
Adelina Koehn
The Rev. J.H. and Marie lap
ford has.: accepted the pastorate
of Calvary Temple Clunch. Murray_
Twenty years ago
The local United Way chapter
has reached the $98.0(14) mark in
its 1990 iund drive hut is still
short of its S125.IXX) goal
Laparoscopic chokes stectomy.
a new type ot gallbalder ...urgers
which saves patient, time and
money. is being performed at Murray-Calloway. County Hospital The
new procedure was first introduced in the United States in
1988, and has caused tremendous
interest in the surgical community.
Winners of Match Play Alen's
Golf Tournament at Oaks Country. Club were Jim Crick. Chi
Schroader and Prentice Darnell.
Thirty years ago
1-he Blue Gra, State CB Club
presented S825 toward the purchase of Jaws ot Life Rescue Equipment Fund. being led by Sigma
Department ot Alurray Woman's
Club.
Bill Balentine. ()hide Fraley.
Larry Crank. Mark Bucy. Dan
Gardner and Junior Pittman are
pictured with deer killed this week.
Jimmy. Nia. a veteran educator in the C-allosvay County School
System. has been named Educator of the Year by. the Jaycees.
Published is a picture of Billy
Miller. president of Optimist Club
and vice president of Calloway
County High School Future Farmers ot America Alumni Association. as he presents a S200 check
to Kenneth Paschall. who will be
attending the 30th national Future
Farmers of Japan convention this
month. Paschall. son of Mr. and
N1r. Carves Paschall. is one of
nine U.S. HA members who will
travel to Japan

Boyfriend's cell phone fantasy
could become legal nightmare

Forty years ago
Air Force Airman Hugh R
Colson, son of Mrs. Jean Colson.
is seising with C-141 Starlifter at
MsGun,: ARE N.J.
Recently rcponed births include
a hos to Mr and Mrs. Gary. Young:
a hos to Mr and Mrs. Roy Dwight
Keown.
hoy to Mr and Mrs
Bill Harrell: a boy to Mr. and
Mrs Kenneth List; a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Edgar P. Trotter: and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. William Ross.
The Kentui:ky LAW Enforcement
Council Mobile Training Unit is
conducting. classes in talurray this
week
Fifty years ago
The mercury. dropped to 15
Alio": ;ern last night
Dedication ot a memorial to
founder and former president of
Murray State College, Dr. Rainey
T. Wells, will be Nov. 12, at 11
a.m. in the Student Union Building. Alurras. State Coltree.
Richard Lassiter. James Ward.
and Bill McKell had high ind.
scratch game in Murray Merchants
Bowling League at Corvette Lane,
last week.
Calloway County voters cast
their votes to approve bond issues
totaling $75i iota) tor the constmcnon of a new hospital for the city
and county in the November General Election
Sixty years ago
Dr. Hugh McElrath. Dr. F.E.
Crawford. Dr. A.H. Titsworth. Dr.
A.H. Koerud and Dr. A.D. Vi
lace, local dentists attended a meeting of Southwestern Dental Societs held at Irvin Cobb Hotel. Paducah.
In high school basketball games.
Sharpe beat Hazel: Almo beat
Smithland: Lynn Grove beat Fulghain. High team scorers were B.
Darnell for Sharpe: G. Alton for
Hazel: Lockhart for Almo: Matheny for Smithland: Miller for Lynn
Grove: and Clart for Fulgham.
A C'rippled Children's Clinic
will he held Nov. II, at Broadway Methodist Church, Paducah,
according to the office of Dr. J.A.
Outland. Calloway County Health
Doctor.

DEAR .ABBV: Iwo trierals
and I event Is went on a trip
kjo Plf,
(:)'
ne p together Nhtle on the trip one
,,ropictuarneds of them told me she kn.'s"... boy"
old I am because she looked it
that what
up online. My reply Wd, that a
•.• other girls friend would ask me lot that kind
know
• n't
of information. and if I didn't
art
hurt
want to reseal my age she would
them.
respect ms wishes
offered to do
Abby, I wonder about her rea
the same tor son tor letting me know she was
nie and take
looking up information about nic
pictures in the on the Internet. Am I wrong to
hoy s' locker he upset over it'.' Her response
By Abigail
rixim. but I'm
was that "everyone" does it. and
Van Buren
not interested. because I Vo.11. offended she ssill
I know
it
no longer speak to me. Did I
v.ould
ttrong to do it. and I overreact.' -- AGELESS TEXAS
wouldn't want someone secrell
DEAR AGELESS TEXAN:
talung pictures ot me
(Or should I sas "former's" ageHe hinted that il I refuse he
less'') If the subiect of your aga
will look for another girl who came up during the trip and you
w ill I'm seared of losing hun expressed reluctance to reseal
hecaus): I'm not much to look at, yours, then what the woman did
and he's the only hos who has
was one-up you. That she would
ever shown any interest in me. I
then imply that you were "v.rong"
know you're not going it) tell me to feel invaded anti to no longer
to go ahead and do this. so I'm
speak ill you is her attempt to blame
not sure why I'm writing. hut I
you tor your very normal reacwould appreciate any advice you tion.
can gise me -- IX)N'T WANT
That said. along with the "blessTO LOSE HIM IN THE U.S.A. ing" 01 the Internet has come the
DEAR DON'T WANT TO sobering reality that there are enorLOSE HIM: I'm glad you wrote. mous amounts of information about
If you do what this boy is push- all of us on II (some true. sonle
ing you to do. sou could he
not I. and that anyone who is curithrown out ot school. Ile will nut ous or nosy can mine it to his
be able to resist the urge to show
or her hean's content -- which is
the pictures to his friend, -- and
what happened to you. .And no.
possibly put them on the Interyou did not overreact.
net. It would be a huge invasion
of privacy and a breach of trust.
Dear Abby is written hy Abiand regardless of what he says. gail Nan Buren. also known as
it will NOT bring you closer togeth- Jeanne Phillips. Write Dear Abby
er.
at www.DearAbby.com or P.O.
If he uuly cared about you. B11‘ 694411, Los Angeles. CA
he would never ask you to do some- 9410°9.

Africa.
In 1917. 41 suffragists were
arrested for picketing in front of
the White House.
In 1919, the American Legion
opened its first national convention, in Minneapolis.
In 1938. Kate Smith first sang
Irving Berlin's "God Bless America- on her CBS radio program.
Turkish statesman Mustafa Kemal
Ataturk died in Istanbul at age
57.
In 1954. the U.S. Marine Corps
Memorial, depicting the raising of

the American flag on Ivo) Jima
in 1945. was dedicated by President Dwight D. Eisenhower in
Arlington, Va.
In 1969, the children's educational program "Sesame Street"
made its debut on National Educational Television (later PBS).
In 1975, the ore-hauling ship
SS Edmund Fitzgerald and its
crew of 29 mysteriously sank during a storm in Lake Superior with
the loss of all on board.
In 1982. Soviet leader Leonid
I. Brezhnev died at age 75.

DEAR
: Sls ho:slriend
is pre...urine Inc to IA, his ,atit
era cell phone t%till Inc into the
likkel 1,4011 .ind l ak e 1,,
1 gills with little or nothing on He ..os it 11,1..
alssass been a 'fantasy" 01 his.
and that it I really los,- him I II
help him tultill hi, fantasy.

Dear Abby
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Are two flu
shots appropriate?
DEAR DR. GOTT: We had
I N I flu shot at inir
1,ir's office earlier this year. Nov.
we see HINI is in the flu shot
tor this coming season, Is it sate
to take it again Or should vve
try and gei the single flu shot it
possible'
E A R
SUER:
1 ,, my knim 1 Age, there is
•angle Ilti
,hot. st• I
believe ti is
appropriate
t. 1r !.OU 11)
1,1(t.11%c.. a
the

Dr. Gott

iniection, My
reasoning is
t hat seasonal
Ilu covers different strains that you wouldn't
he immunized against if you didn't has': the 2010 injection. What
you received earlier this year was
specifically for HINI. To he on
the safe side and because I don't
know your age, allergies ot health
history'. you should clear this with
your primary-care physician before
being immunized.
The swine-flu pandetnic began
in April 2009 and took more than
18,000 lives worldwide. .iccording to Fox News. which also reported the gosernments of North America and Europe dumped their vaccines after finding their shelves
were full of unused serum and
supplies that were about to expire.
Conservative skeptics held hack
and simply didn't get immunized.
France also felt the threat of a
pandemic was an overestimation.
Germany ended up ssith 34 million doses of vaccine from manufacturers. with very little used.
That said. the World Health Organization believes the 2009 HINI
viruses will continue to spread in
many parts of the ssorld for years
By
Dr Feter Gott

lo conie.

The 2010 to 2011 seasonalinfluenza vaccine will protect
against the IT tN2 sirus. influenza B strus and the 2009 HINI
strus. Those who had IIINI
the vaccine last year can safely
recei‘e the seasonal-11u saccine
this year.
DF:Allt DR. GOTT: lt is &finitely better tor 1.11111e sitamins
and minerals to he taken with
food at mealtimes. but other food
supplements must be taken on an
empty sioniach You can also take
smaller amounts of St/Ille \
and minerals between meals. with
water. and get a bigger punch
from then) For me. it's better to
take mineral capsules. tablets or
powdcrs with lunch or supper than
it is tor breaklast. when my stomach enzymes aren't strong enough
to digest them ssell The mineral., give nie a stomachache. Also.
neser take a multi-B sitamin before
bedtime or you won't get to sleep.
See. it all depend,'
DF:AR READER: You certainly appear to hase done your
homework. I could not find confirmation for some of your claims.
such as multi-B at bedtime causing insomnia: however. each ot
us responds differently to medication. ey en over-the,:ounters.
Remember that sitamins and minerals are essential nutrients. but
the hoily tspically on!) requires
small amounts ,,f them Readers
should speak with their physicians
before beginning a regimen.
because a sYell-balanced. nutritious diet rich in fresh fruits and
segetables will likely he all that
is required to maintain good health
urthermore. read labels to determine whcther a medication or
supplement should he taken with
food or without, or in the pluming or at bedtime
pro‘ide related information,
I am sending you. a copy of nty
Health Report "Vitamins tuid Minerals."
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Today In History
By. The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Nov. 10.
the 314th day of 2010. There are
51 days left in the year_
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 10, 1775. the U.S.
Marines were organized under
authority of the Continental Congress.
On this date:
In 1871, journalist-explorea
Henry M. Stanley found Scottish
missionary. David Livingstone, who
had not been heard from tor years,
near Lake Tanganyika in central

Wednesday. November 10. 2010• 51i

One Fragrant Purse
Dear
Heloise:
I
read the hint
ttrom a reader -- Heloisei
about carrying a plastic
bag to use for
LEFTOVERS
into a restaurant instead of using
the carryout containers. This
made me laugh. as it brought
hack memories.
Years ago. My daughter (a
new mom). her infant and I
went out to eat. It was a buffet. and I had just gotten seconds when the baby started
fuss and my daughter insisted
we leave. Thc sign at the buffet said. "Take all you want but
please eat what you take." I
looked at my plate, seeing several slices of beef. and felt
embarrassed to leave the food.
I happened to have a haggle in
my purse. and I put the beef in
my purse.
Several days later. I was at
church. looking all around to
see if I could find someone who
had taken off his or her shoes.
or someone with bad hygiene.
or whatever could be that smell.

by
Heloise

I finally figured out that it was
ME! I had forgotten the beef in
my purse. -- Embarrassed in
Indiana
We got a laugh from your
letter -- thanks for writing! I guess
the hint here is to be careful
what leftovers you take home,
and don't forget them in your
purse or auto! -- Fleloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.0_ Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Heloisetat)Heloise.com
POPCORN POPPING
Dear Heloise: Here is a hint
for more even microwave-popcorn popping: In small or medium-size microwave ovens. the
square comers of the oblong
popcont bag can get snagged on
the oven's sides and stop rotating. Simply tum up all four corners of the bag before placing
it on the turntable. and the bag
writ! spin freely to assure more
even popping -- Doug R.. Hollywood Beach. Calif.
Doug, all of the microwaves
we checked are pretty. goodsized. but there may be some
small microwaves out there. -Heloise
DRIED GINGER

Dear Helokse: I drink ginger
tea. hut the pieces of ginger
often get dried up. So I slice
the fresh ginger pieces and freeze
them. They keep well. I also
grate lemon. lime and orange
peel and freeze in small glass
containers. -- Maxine Pogreba
in Montana
CLEANING GREASE OFF
STOVE PARTS
Dear Heloise: When I used
to clean government apartments.
I cleaned the stoves. and sometimes they would be covered in
grease and food stains. I would
put stove parts in large. dark
plastic. garbage bags. then pour
cheap ammonia (1/2 to 1 cup - Heloiso in the bags. I tied
the bags tight (put them in
well-ventilated area. away from
pets and children -The next night. I just rinsed the
items off in hot water. The stuff
v.ould just slide off! -- Marilyn
Hudson in Elizabethtown, Ky.
FRESH-.TASTING COFFEE
Dear Heloise: To keep brewed
cottee tresh-tiksting. I always put
a pinch of salt in the coffee
before brewing. It w ill never
have a bitter taste. This was my
mother's recipe. -- Hylda Wilson in Flonda
(c)2010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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DUSTIN,
HAVEN T YOU
GOTTEN
UP YET?

(

I PON T KNOW(
PAP...I JUST FEEL
SLUGGISH A LOT
OF DIE TIME..

MAYBE WNAT
I NEED IS A
WORKOUT
PROGRAM.

I LIKE THAT IPEA
VERY MUCH. NOW
ABOUT TRIS2
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Knife type
Ninny
-Twelfth Nighr heroine
White House office shape
Like some furniture polishes
Split
Square dancer
Pans' home
Last Greek letter
Gun the motor
Some tires
Highest card
Bullring call
Pinnacle
Ranch pens
Second person
Kicked. in a way
Carolina bird
Region of eastern France
Jail cell
Stockpile
Cart pullers
Appeal to
Saucy
Vacillate

DOWN

N 1U111-S133)
j I'VE BEEN THINKIN6
I ABOUT SOMETAIN6
I SAW THAT COYOTE
WEARING MICKE‘'
MOUSE 5140E5,
COULDN T TkIAT
MEAN WE'RE GETTING
CLOSE TO WHERE
SPIKE LIVES'?

0

1: L.,CC57- ,r \
iF LicE WERE
CLOSE LAJEC'
KNOLL, IT 1
BECACSE WE RE
uJELL BRED
HUNTING t_._
13065
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Vote seeker
Saloon order
Border
Tusk material
Muse quantity
"What's Going On- singer
Moolah
Buffet abuser
Writer Brown
Antique
Mine finds
CD segment
Scout's lob
Rahn' to qo
Fielder's aid
Rockies resort
Byways
Maximum amount
Show mercy
Make baskets
Stepped down
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Volcano shape
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Bowling tournament

CCHS

team places 9th at tournament

Special to the Ledger
Last weekend, the Calloway County High
School Speech Team took ninth place out of
7 schools at the LaRue County Invitational
Speech Tournament in Hodgenville.

CCHS student Kristina Fricker took fifth
place in Original Oratory: Nick Betts won
sixth place in Congress and Sullivan
McCallon and Kennedy Garrison won sixth
place in Improvisational Duo. All three
entries prequalified the students for the state

tournament to be held in Bowling Green in
March.
The team next travels to Western
Kentucky University. this coming weekend
to compete in the WKU Alumni Swing
Tournament.

Poll: Majority of Afghans back talks with Taliban
By KATHARINE HOURELD
Associated Press Writer
KABUL,Afghanistan I AP)—
Nearly all Afghans want their
government to make peace with
the Taliban despite their growing dislike for the insurgency,
according to a survey funded in
Photo provided
part by the U.S. government.
Pictured at the Special Olympics Area 1 Bowling Tournament
The survey released Tuesday
held recently in Paducah are, front row, Ally Hathcock (3rd
by
the San Francisco-based Asia
place), and Krystal Little (2nd place); back row, Jennifer Yorl:
Foundation found that 83 per(3rd place). Anna Brewer (1st place) and Alison Salazar (2nd
cent of Afghan adults back
place).
negotiations with armed, antigovernment groups, up from 71
percent last year. But it also said
55 percent of Afghans had no
sympathy at all for the insurgency this year, up from 36 percent last year. Twenty-six percent of respondents said they
had "a little sympathy" for the
aims of the insurgency.
Analysts said the survey
reflected growing doubt that the
government and its NATO allies
can defeat the insurgency with
military means and that after 30
years of war, some Afghans
were willing to sacrifice some
freedoms for the sake of peace.
''The prospects for peace here
Photo provided
Afghanistan are very diffiin
Pictured at the Special Olympics Area tbowling tournament
held recently in Paducah are, front row, Danielle Warren (2nd cult," said Haroun Mir, the
place), Gary Thompson (1st place) and Jenny Willie (1st director of the Afghanistan
place); back row. Amber Baker (3rd place), Steve Rogers (3rd Center for Research and Policy
place). Michelle Norsworthy (4th place), Jarrod Garland (3rd Studies, a Kabul-based think
tank. "People remember the bruplace) and Jonathan Lynn (3rd place).
tality of the time of Taliban rule
but they feel they have no other
options. They would rather have
a government that is part
Taliban than all Taliban."
He added that "we don't have a
hope for a stable democracy in
Afghanistan anymore."
After nearly 10 years, NATO's
military commitment is not
open-ended and
President
Hamid Karzai has made reconciliation a top priority. He has
offered jobs and housing to the
villages of Taliban fighters who
defect and recently formed a 70Photo provided
Pictured at the Special Olympics Area 1 Bowling Tournament member High Peace Council to
held recently in Pad.ucah are. front row, Weston Miller (2nd facilitate negotiations. The govplace), David Newsom (1st place) and Shawn Blanton (1st
place); middle row. Stephen Norsworthy (2nd place),
Marlayna Warren (2nd place). Andrew Tharpe (1st place) and
Crystal Estes (1st place); back row, Tort Cobb (1st place),
Chris Thomas (4th place), Delbert Hurley (1st place) and
David Carlson (2nd place.) Not pictured are Jayson Walker.
William Winchester and Hannah Babcock.

ernment and NATO say contacts
are being made with top insurgent leaders but no formal peace
talks are yet under way.
The Taliban have repeatedly
denied that any' of their top leaders are talking with the government.
"We know the Afghan people
support our peace initiative,'' said
deputy presidential spokesman
Hamed Elmi. "This year's survey
has more positive findings."
Almost twice as many women
— 20 percent — as men oppose
reconciliation efforts, possibly
reflecting their fear that a future
government that included Taliban
would seek to curtail women's
freedoms.
"Afghan women will be the losers," if negotiations to share
power with the Taliban succeed,
said Saniira Hamidi. the head of
the Afghan Women's Network, a

coalition of organizations work- been steadily rising sint.:c the suring on women's issue's.
vey was started — first in 2004.
Right now. women can travel on a limited basis,
and then more
freely, go to school, speak in pubcomprehensively every year since
lic about their rights. even work
2006.
as parliamentarians or ministers,
Only about a third of Afghans
she said. Women fear those freethought
the police and army could
doms would be taken away if the
Taliban are included in govern- operate without foreign help.
highlighting potential difficulties
ment. she said.
The government is widely per- for achieving Karzai's goal of
ceived as corrupt and dependent having Afghan security forces
on its foreign allies, said the sur- take the lead for protecting the
vey.
nation by 2014 The Afghan army
More than three-quarters of enjoyed the
highest level of pubrespondents said they felt corruplic confidence. with 91 percent of
tion was a major problem in
expressing some to a great deal of
Afghanistan. and it was rated the
confidence in the force. The
third biggest problem after insecurity and unemployment. Half of Afghan police w.ere the next most
those who had contact with insti- respected institution. although
tutions like courts. schools or the perhaps underscortng the paucity'
police in the past year said they of choices; 58 percent of responhad experienced corruption. dents also said the force was
Complaints about corruption have unprofessional and badly trained.
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First United Methodist Church family Lift Center, South 5th St.
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL: MURRAY STATE 86, FREED-HARDEMAN 55

Poole play
JUNIOR GUARD
SHINES OFF
BENCH AS
RACERS BLOW
PAST FREEDthRDEMAN

RE-t#0414A MATO ,
Tennessee Titans running back Chris
Johnson attempts to shake a
Jacksonville defender' during an Oct.
18 game.

By TOMMY DRUARD
Sports Editor
It's less than a week before Murray
State's exhibition opener Tuesday night,
and Donte Poole is alone in the CFSB
Center, shooting three-pointer after
three-pointer with the help of "The
Gun", the team's high-tech machine
that tires balls back at players after
shots.
Poole was the only Racer in the gym
last Thursday afternoon, a day that the
coaching staff had given the team to rest
after a string of hard practices.
It's just one isolated incident of the
extra work the Las Vegas, Nevada,
native has put in since shooting 28 percent from long range last season, a
number he deemed unacceptable.
If his performance in Tuesday's 8655 victory over Freed-Hardernan is any
indication, the extra sweat is paying
dividends.
Poole poured in 17 points. most of
which came in the second half, went 3for-4 from three-point range and
snatched four steals en route to a performance that dazzled the cmwd of
2.694.
It was a good thing, too. His strong
play off the bench helped make up for
what was a forgettable everting for the
Racers' senior backcourt duo of B.J.
Jenkins and Isacc Miles, who combined
for just four points and six tumovers.
"Donte's worked really hard," head
coach Billy Kennedy said postgame.
"He was here all summer. His strength
has gotten better, he's matured physically, and he's in the gym a lot shooting.
I'm glad to see the results came positive
for him after all the work he's put in."
Poole said he stayed in Murray
longer than he had planned over the
summer in order to put in long hours
attempting to raise his shooting percentages.
"I think the coaches kind of frowned
on those low numbers (last year)," tie
said. "I just focused on shooting."
Poole was one of three Racers in
double-figures Tuesday. Isaiah Canaan
tumed in a strong start to his sophomore
campaign. scoring a game-high 18
points while Ivan Aska helped set the
tone early en route to scoring 13 points,
pulling down a team-high seven
rebounds and grabbing four steals.
Freed-Hardeman, ranked No. 23
nationally' in NAIA, hung with the
Racers early. forcing a tie at 16 with 10
minutes left in the first half.
The Racers began to pull away late
in the half, however, stretching the lead
to double-digits for the first time behind
several transition baskets sparked by
steals from Jeffery McClain and
Jewuan Long.
Murray State held a comfortable 4331 lead at halftime and stretched the
advantage to 20 by the 12-minute mark
of the second half.
"I thought Freed-Hardeman was
veiy organized the first 15 minutes and
their kids weren't afraid," Kennedy said.
"Give them some credit. ...I thought our
guards were trying to force some things.
but once we settled down a little bit. we

Bye week,
Moss could
help Johnson
break loose
TENNESSEE RB HAS BEEN
HAMPERED BY SORE THIGH

TOMMY BRIAR. *ttloy
Murray State guard Donte Poole leaves Freed-Hardeman defender James Haddix as he $drives filaift
to the
basket during Tuesday night's 86-55 exhibition win at the CFSB Center. Poole carne off the
bench to
score 17 points and grab four steals.

Up Next
East Tennessee State at
Murray State
When. 7 30 p m Monday
Where: CFSB Cenler
Radio' WFGS. 103 7 FM
2009 Records: ETSU 20-15 t 13-7. A-Sun).
MSU 31-507-1, OVC1
Last meeting: MSU won 61-57 on Dec 12.
2009 in Johnson C.ty. Tenn

TOMMY MIAMI 1
'a)404+ 4 110•06
Freshman fo..ward
Shawn
Jackson goes
up for this shot
over
FreedHardeman's
Kyle Teichmann
during
Tuesday's
game. Jackson
scored
six
points
and
grabbed
five
rebounds in his
first action as a
Racer.

wore them down with our size and
strength."
The Racers forced 29 turnovers
while coughing the ball up 18 times
themselves, and Kennedy. who said he
wanted to see a dominating defensive
performance in his team's first outing,
was pleased to a degree.
The fifth-year coach credited
McClain, Aska and Ed Daniel with
strong defensive efforts.
From some of his perimeter players.
he would have liked to have seen more.
Jenkins, Miles and Long all struggled. Kennedy gave Long the starting
nod over Miles. who he said is still
bothered by a bruised knee.
"Isacc looks a step slow, a step off,"
Kennedy said. "He's not running
through plays like he was befOre offensively or defensively. ...B.1 just pressed.
He's trying too hard. He needs to) be
patient and it will come."
In addition to three double-figure
See RACERS 2C
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Mid-majors poised for title breakthrough
RISE OF `LITTLE GUYS' HAS BEEN
GRADUAL EVOLUTION
By MOiN MARSHALL
AP Sports Wri:er
Gordon Hayward's hulk:owl heave
looked true when it left his hand and
Butler's improbable national-title run
appeared to be getting a magical ending.
It missed. just barely, clanging off
the backboard then nin. and the title
went 10 perennial powerhouse Duke
instead of the Bulldogs.

.

There was a glass-half-full aspect to
Butler's oh-so-close run last sea.son,
though: It gave the BulkkTs anti the rest
of the country's mid-majors niore reason to believe they can break the majorconference stranglehold on national
titles.
And. based on the recent showings
by the mid-majors. there won't be as
much eyebrow' raising when they do.

"I don't think it is a surprise if somebody advances through the tournament," said Arizona State coach Herb
Sendek. a former Mid-American
Conference coach of the year while at
Miami (Ohio). "That's one of the beauties of college basketball. That's why
we call it March Madness."
For years, the only madness czime
really' early in the tournament, the
upsets rare enough to be considered
flukes.
That's changed OVC1 the past decade
or so as programs like Gonzaga, Butler.

Xavier and Memphis have become consistent winners, annual NCAA
Tournament teams capable of making
deep runs.
George Mawm had one of the most
talked-alsout deep-bracket runs by
reaching the 2006 Final Four and midmajors have played in the national
championship game three times -Utah. Memphis and Butler — since
1998.
Last season. Butler Was joined in the
MI See MID-MAJORS,2C

By TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NASHViLLE, Tenn. (AP) — Chris
Johnson isn't close to being on pace for his
stated goal of 2,500 yards rustling this sea.son
nor the 2.000 yards he had last season.
T
h
e
Tennessee
Sunday
running back,
Titans at Dolphins
hampered by a
When. noon
sore thigh the
Where. Sun Lite Stadiurr,
Fla 1
past month,
TV: CBS
said he's really
Radio: VVFGS 103 7 FM
not focused on
Records: Tennessee 5-3 Miami
4-4
that
2,500yard goal right
nolo.... He's still the NFL's fifth-leading rusher
with 721 yards, which ha.sn't been easy with
opponents worried about stopping him at ail
costs.
''We're 5-3 and winning." Joluison said.
"We're not having a losing season. i can't
really come in here very frustrated. I know we
could be way better than we are in the run
game. I know we still have time to fix this.
Hopefully, by the end of the year, we'll be
OK."
Now Johnson has had a bye week to rest
up his sore thigh, and he also will have new
addition Randy Moss on the field when the
Titans visit Miami(4-4) on Sunday.
Johnson believes Moss will help, seeing
the receiver as the playmaker to help him find
more room to run.
"I know for a fact they can't put all those
guys in the box with that guy' out there,"
Johnson said.
Coach Jeff Fisher is a bit more reserved on
how' much adding the receiver with 153
career touchdown receptions helps the run
game
"That remains to be seen. If you're going
to get some rotation to Randy, then they eliminate the unblocked defender in the box and
that certainly helps," Fisher said.
Johnson and the Titans' run game pales
when compared to last year. The Titans rank
10th in the NFL. averaging 123 yards. It's a
big drop from second a year ago when
Johnson ran for 2,006 yards a.s just the sixth
man in NFL history. to reach that mark.
His preseason boast that he still wanted to
top Eric Dickerson's league rushing mark ot
2,105 yards and run to 2,500 simply made
him al even bigger target.
Johnson ha.s reeled off nice runs but nothing like 2009 when he was The Associated
Press NFL Offensive Player of the Year.
That's when he became the fira player in
league history to rush for three touchdowns ot
85 yards or longer in a career, and he did it all
in a single season.
His longest TD run this sea.son was a 76yarder in the opener against Oakland. An 85yarder in a loss to Pittsburgh in Week 2 was
erased by a holding penalty. Since then,
Johnson hasn't run for longer than 42 yards.
not with defenses stacked up to stop him. He
hasn't run for more than 66 yards in the pa.st
two garnes.
His longest run in the last garne, a 33-25
loss at San Diego, came when Johnson ran to
his right and found a wall of defenders. He
ran all the way hack across the field and up
the sideline 29 yards for a T7).
Tennessee had been trying to give defenses other players to think about and take
ad antage of the one-on-one coverage of their
receivers. Kenny.. Britt had a career day with
225 yards receiving on Oct. 24 against
Philadelphia, and Nate Washington had his
best day as a pro with 117 yards in San Diego.
Then Minnesota waived Moss. the 6-footMI See TITANS, 2C
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a move Fisher sAy\ as no nsk at
all.
The Titans. tied
v. ith
Indianapolis atop the AFC' South.
agree.
"It should definitely help our
offense. especially in the running
gsdaime
d. . being able to take away
some extra gins in the box from
CI.- left tackle Michael Roos

SCOREBOARD

How nuich remains to be seen.
Moss joins the NEL's highestscoring offense with the Titans
averaging 28 points Moss won't
he 011 the field for NI or 70 plays
per game. especially' not early as
he learns the offense. Fisher said
it ouldn't he fair to put Moss out
on third down when offensive
....00rdinator Mike Heimerdinger
can call anything from the play
Still. the Titans installed Moss
immediately AS a starter opposite
!Sate Washington while Britt
heals from a right hamstring
injury that will keep him out at
least against Miami. That should
only help u ith the Dolphins
ranked 16th against the run. giving up an average of 167.1 yards.
With eight games left. Fisher
is expecting at least a couple long
TD runs out of Johnson this season

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

Jacksonville Jaguars defensive end Austen Lane waves to fans at Saturday's football game at Roy Stewart Stadium. Lane returned to Murray State, his alma mater,
during the Jaguars off week. A native of Iola. Wisc.. Lane was the highest-drafted
player in school history.

is Racers

11 Mid-majors

From Page 1C
,coring performances. Murray
State got nine points from
McClain and six from true freshman foruard Shawn Jackson.
v,ho impressed during a first-half
senes in which he scored backto-back baskets in the post. then
created a 'turnover on the defensive end.
Jackson also contributed five
rebounds in 16 minutes of play.
Freshman Chns Gnffin scored
eight points. all of which came
late in the second half.
As for Poole, the 17 points he
scored were nice. but the four
steals he recorded %sere even better. he said.
"I think if I wouldn't hay e got

the steals. coach would have had
some negative things to say about
how I scored 17 points but didn't
do anything on defense." he said.
-We're so big on defense."
Vvith the ascension of Long
into a starting role on Tuesday.
Poole is the only one of Murray
State's five guards not to have
publicly' received starting consideration from Kennedy.
On Tuesday, the coa,:h said
there is not much separating his
five guards and that any could
start.
"I feel confident and comfonable playing any of them." he
said. -I think the best thing it
does is make B.J. and lsacc have
to be good even,. day. It only
helps our team on the perimeter."

From Page 1C
ball ar.d 14 million in soccer.
All those kids are looking for
round of 16 by Cornell, Saint
Mary's. Xavier and Northern places to play. and the niid-majors
Iowa. which knocked off top- are often a place where good
ranked
Kansas
on
Ali players can play right away
Farokhmanesh's 3-pointer in the instead of sitting at the end of the
second round.
bench at a bigger progriun.
"There's a lot of good proThis rise of the mid-majors
grams out there. a lot more good
has been a gradual evolution.
players." Gonzaga coach Mark
Emphasis has been part of it.
Unable to compete with big- Few said. "More arid more are
money football programs. mid- willing to go to a lot of different
majors have turned their focus to places."
men's basketball as a way to gain
The next logical step is for one
attention arid, in tum. money. of the mid-majors to break
Schools have built nev.' arenas through with a national title.
and upgraded facilities. forked which hasn't happened since
out big sahuies to keep their UNLV in 1990.
coaches from leaving for larger
The list of teams that might be
programs. expanded their recruit- able to do it seems to grow every
ing reach.
year.
Gonzaga has been a constant
An influx of cable and netFreed-Hardeman 31
24 - 55
work sports channels has given in the NCAA Tournament since
Murray State
43
43 - 86
programs more exposure, too. 1999, reaching the regional semiFreed-Hardeman (1-1)- Bingham 8
since games involving the finals four times since then. The
Moulton 8 Givens 6 Graved 6 Haddix
increa.singly popular mid-majors Zags have to replace leading
6 Teichman 6 Milewsii 5 Gilmore 3
scorer Matt Bouldin, but still
are a great way to fill time slots.
Berne, 2 Sampson 2 Tomlin 2 Austin
• A man who neglecs
'The NCAA also has empha- have Elias Harris. a star as a
Ft: 10.13
7-18
FG:
19-49
3
-pt
:
his duty as a citizen
sized strength of schedule in its freshman last season. and were
Rebounds: 29 Turnovers: 29
is not entitled to his
tournament selection process in ranked No. 12 in Thc Associated
Murray State (0-0)- Canaan 18 Poole
recent years. meaning big schools Press preseason poll.
rights as a citizen.
17 Aska 13 McClain 9 Griffin 8
Xavier has been in the bracket
could no longer. bypass games
-TiOrIO
Jackson 6 Daniel 4 Reese 3 Garrett 2
against tough mid-major schools 19 times in 25 years. getting to
Jenkins 2 Long 2 Miles 2
FG: 32-62 3-pt.: 6-16 FT: 16-21
for win-padding patsies. This. in the round of 16 three straight
Rebounds: 35 Turnovers: 18
turn. has boosted the strength of years and the regional final twice
schedule for the mid-majors, since 2004. The program coach
increasing their chances of get- Sean Miller built and Chris Mack
ting into the tournament.
ha.s sustained is considered a misThere's also been a decrea.se in fit for the mid-major tag. often
G Ft ASS CC)available scholarships at a time luring top recinits away from coliT'S NOT TOO LATE TO HAVE A GOOD LOOK!NG YARD!
when more kids are playing bas- lege basketball's elite programs.
Vacuuming
ketball.
Even before its just-miss last
• Movving
According to a 2009 study by .season, Butler had become an
the
Sporting
Goods established winner, advancing in
Drainage System
Manufacturers Association. bas- the tournament five times in
• New Yard Construction
AVOW14tfr, 14.
ketball is by far the most popular seven appearances since 2(X10.
•Aerating/ Overseeding
sport for kids 6 and older, with Despite the departure of
more than 26 million participants Hayward. the Bulldogs open the
compared to 15 million in base- season ranked No. 17.
The list goes on and orr
Wichita
State.
Richmond,
Dayton. Murray State. Saint
Mary's, Utah State. all talented,
all deepening the mid-major
influence on college basketball
and increasing the chances one
will end a season No. I.
"You are how you prepare,"
Butler coach Brad Stevens said.
"Right now. there are 336 teams
in the country that think they can
win a national title. But you have
to be realistic and you have to
have that culture around to do it.
Regional Agriculture Conference for Environment. Resources and Sustainabillty
The key is playing together."
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NBA Glance
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct GB
Boston
6
2 750
New York
3 4 429 212
New Jersey
2
5 2Et6 312
Philadelphia
5 286 312
2
Toronto
6 143 412
Southeast Division
W
L Pct GB
Orlando
5
1 833
Atlanta
6
2 750
Miami
1
5
3 625
Washington
1
4 200 31 2
1
Charlotte
6 143 412
Ceritral Division
W
L Pct GB
Cleveland
4
3 571
Chicago
3 3 500
12
Indiana
3 3 500
12
Milwaukee
3 5 375 112
Detroit
2 6 250 212
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L Pct GB
New Orleans
7
01 000 San Antonio
5
1 ft33 112
Dailas
4
2 667 212
Memphis
4
.1 500 31 2
Houston
5 16, 512
Northwest Division
W
L Pet GB
Portland
6
3 667
Utah
4
3 571
1
Denver
4
4 500 112
Oklahoma City
3
3 500 112
Minnesota
1
7 125 412
Pacific Division
W
L Pct GB
L A Lakeis
8 01 000 -Golden Stale
5 2 714 212
Sacrament.
,
3 3 500
4

Tuesday's Genies
Indland 144 Denver 113
Cleveland 93 New Jersey 9'
Utah 116 Miami 114 OT
Milwaukee 107 New Vork 80
New Orleans 101 L A Clippers 82
Portland 100 Detrott 78
L A takers 99 Minnesota 94
Wednesdays Games
Mihvaukee al Atlanta 6 p
Utah at Orlaack) 6 p m
Charlotte at Toronto 6 p m
Houston at Washington 6 p m
New Jersey at Cleveland 6 30 p m
Golden State at New York 6 30 p m
Dallas at Memphis 7 p m
Phiiadelphia at Oklahoma City, 7 p m
L A Clippers at San Antonio 8 30 p m
Minnesota at Sacramento 9 p m
Thursday's Games
Golden State at Chicago 7 p m
Boston at Miami 7 p m
L A Lakers at Denver 9 30 p m

BARN MURAI
painting near S.

De Nil

Sports -iefc
IN Murray High School is selling advance tickets tor Friday
night's
second-round playoff game against Fort Campbell until Friday at 2 p.m.

A11 tickets are $5

Game time is 7:30 p.m.

about - Rohert I
•Murray High School will host Tiger Night on Saturday. Nov. 13 from
5 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. at MHS. The MHS boys arid girls basketball tearns
will be introduced along with the MMS boys and girls teams, little league
teams, Tiger Stars. MHS and MMS cheerleaders and dance reams

•The Calloway County High School boys and girls Backboard Clubs
will host the Laker Legends Dinner on Friday, Nov. 19 at 6.30 p.m. In the
CCHS cafeteria. The keynote speaker will be Stan Key

Meet and greet
will begin at 6 p.m. with dinner scheduled for 6:30 and the program to
Please
e-mail
your
reservation
to
ten.tutrellOcalloway.kyschools.us by Nov. 16.

follovv.

MIDDLE SCHOOL BASKETBALL

Calloway girls sweep
South Marshall
Calloway seventh grade team
beat South Marshall 23-13 to
move to 3-1 on the season.
Katelyn Corbin led the Lady
Lakers in scoring with six. while
Maddie Balmer and Lauren
Wagner each added four.
In their Monday night
matchup. the seventh grade team
fell to Benton 29-14. with
Balmer leading the way with
five points and Adyson Scott
pitching in four
Both the seventh and eighth
grade teams will retum to action
Thursday as they travel to North
Marshall Middle for a doubleheader.

Staff Report
Danielle Potts led the way for
the Calloway County eighth
grade team Tuesday night as the
Lady' Lakers defeated South
Marshall Middle 34-17.
Potts had 13 points as
Calloway's eighth
graders
moved to 2-1 on the season with
the win.
Kristen Kelly had nine points
for the Lady Lakers and Ashlyn
Stalls had six in the victory.
Delissa Green, Kelsey' Douglas
and Sarah Humphries each
added two.
In the other game of the
Tuesday night doubleheader, the

MSC GOLF

Carrico finishes 1 lth at
Stetson Invitational
Staff Report
Murray State finished seventh out of nine teams at the
Stetson Invitational at Victoria
Hills Golf Club at DeLand. Fla.
Final round play concluded
Tuesday as Murray State shot a
299 over 18 holes to go with a
307 and 298 from Monday's
first and second round play.
Cameron Carrico was the
Racers• best finisher. coming in
II th place and shooting scores
of 69. 72 and 77 for a 218.

Dustin Gosser was in 17th place
and had scores of 79. 74, 73 for
226.
Hunter York finished 22nd
and had scores of 78. 76. 73 =
227. Patrick Newcornb finished
36th and shot 84. 77, 76 = 237.
Hunter Ford also shared 36th
place with 81. 76. 80 =237.
Florida Gulf Coast won the
event with a total of 857.
Jacksonville State was second at
867. The host team Stetson was
third at 878.

Agriculture • brian hooveripmurraystate edu • (270)809 - 6592

Murray State University's
Regional Agriculture
Conference for Environment,
Resources, and Sustarnability
(RACEI45)

IN STOCK

• Opporttinai::, 'or learning
and acquiring, product..
About

and/or services
- Networking wtth producers
and industry professionals

75 ounce Face Weight
Plush Carpet

- Forums with industry
professionals

The entire region is invited to
attend this FREE eVent to
gain knowledge and get an
update on "what's new in
agriculture"

$13.99,„d

• Kickoff foi establishing the
West KY flooWorks Farmer
Network anci Agri. Energy

( Variety of Colors)
Website

For more information on the

$

RACFRS Conference, plea:,

Time
gam 4 pm
Location
w m "13111- Cherry Expo Center
Murr.ty, KY

Caaitact

Broan Hoover in the School of
Agriculture at (7701 if109 6592
or

vote.0
,
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future at party congress
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Artist Jo Ann Butts points out Monday. Nov. 8, little stories within the 54-foot x 20-foot barn Mural she's
painting near Sandy Hook, Her mural includes Elliott County's history with tobacco as well as her family's history in farming.

BARN MURAL: Folk
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By CHRISTY LEMIRE
AP Movie VVriter
LOS ANGELES (AP) -They'll be talking to — and
about — Robert De Niro at next
year's Golden Globe Awards.
where the actor will be honored
with the Cecil B. DeMille
Award for lifetime achievement.
De Niro will receive the honor
at the Golden Globes awards
ceremony Jan. 16. actor Kevin
Space!: announced at a news
conference Tuesday.
De Niro has been nominated

tO: eight Golden Globe Awards
in both the comedy. and drama
categories. winning once for
-Raging Bull." He also has won
two Academy Awards (for
"Raging Bull" and "The
Godfather: Part 11-) and the
Kennedy Center Honor.
Before announcing De Niro's
name. Spacey.-- who has a gift
for impersonations — gave a little clue about the winner's identity by imitating the bemused
smirk that is De Niro's trademark. Spacey described hini as

being -univ ersally acknowledged as one of the greatest
actors of all time."
De Niro is also heing hailed
for his contributions as a director. as a producer through his
Tribeca Productions, and as a
co-founder of the Tribeca Film
Festival..which was created to
help revitalize lower Manhattan
atter the Sept. 11. 2001, World
Trade Center attacks.
Previous DervIlille winners
include Barbra Streisand, Al
Pacino. Michael Douglas.

Ste‘en Spielberg and this past
y car's recipient. De Niro', longtime them] and director Stanin
Scorsese.
Ricky Gervais will return as
the ceremony's host. Ptkilip
Berk,
president
of
the
Flolly wood
Foreign
Press
Association. which presents the
Globes. also announced that the
broadcast once alzain will air
live coast-to-coast from the
Beverly Hilton Hotel in Beverly

By PAUL HAVEN
Associated Press
HAVANA
IAPt
—
Communist Party leaders say
Cuba should balance its budget,
repay billions of dollars in debt
and .stop propping up failing
state-run companies. according
to a document being circulated
ahead of a major summit
designed to save this cashstrapped island from financial
ruin.
The .12-page paper. a copy of
which was obtained by The
Associated Press. was handed
out to local party activists
Monday during a speech by
President Raul Castro. in which
he announced that Cuba would
hold
make-or-break
a
Communist Party Congress
next April.
The document also recommends ending an unusual dualcurrency system and seeking
new ways for individuals to buy
and sell private property..
None of the proposals are
new. hut putting them together
in one place makes clear that the
scope of the congress will be
nearly limitless — at least in
terms of economic ideas.
The gathering. which last took
place in 1997, is traditionally
used to announce major policy
changes. It is supgxised to be
held every five years. but has
been delayed repeatedly a.
Cuba grappled with a change in
leadership and a serious financial crisis.
There has been intense speculation that the future of former
president Fidel Castro's role as
Communist Party chief might
also be discussed at the congress. though Raul Castro made
no mention of his brother in his
speech.
"The Sixth Party Congress
will concentrate on a solution to
our economic
problems,"
Castro said.
The document. which is

meant to outline areas ior
cussion --- not solution.
gives a merciless .ISSCN•11101(
Cuba•s current economic situ.,
tion. saying the country Nutter,
from "inefficiency." a "lack ot
capacity in both production and
infrastructure" and an agmg
population.
It says the country suttered
greatly due to a 2003 decision n
centralize control over toreiLm
currency. with layer, ot bureau
‘:racy that made it nearly 1111p,,,
sible for state-run businesses n,
function.
The paper. titled "Guideline
Project for Economic Potic. •
notes that inetticiency and
incompetence have been evas
erbated by simple. had luck.
From 1997 to '009. the
try lost SIO Nikon due to a dn.',
in world prices ot the pr.du,t,
Cuba sells -- includirnz •Ia)2ar.
tobacco and nickel
and a
hike in the prices ot
Aoki, it
imports, such as oil and inanv
basic foods. The document
I 1,
notes the island was hit
hurricanes in that approximate
period. causing another $20 billion in damage.
That's an enormous blow (lir a
country. with an annual gross
domestic product thought to be
about S-10 billion.
Still the document make.
clear that there will be no
change in Cuba's one-party.
socialist political system.
"Only socialism is capable
overcoming the current difficulties and preserving the victories
of the revolution." the document reads.
The announcement ot the
party congress came at a celebration of the 10th anni‘erNark,
of an economic pact under
which Venezuela. which has
become Cuba's most important
patron. sends the island billions
of dollars worth of oil oery
year.
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6.000 MILES
Convertible, 18" Alloy
Wheels.

2-Door Automatic
Spoiler

Stk #P7567

Stk #P7652

$24,995

$9,195
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$18,995
2010 CHRYSLER SEBRING TOURING

45.000 MILES

2010 NISSAN ALTIMA 2.5 S
36.000 MILES
T/C, PW
PL. CD

Stk #P7648
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2007 FORD F-150 FX2 SPORT
91.000 MILES
PMPL. CD. Extended Cab.

10,000
MILES

CERTIFIED PRE-ON NED

$169995
2005 CADILLAC SRX

Heated
Leather, NAV,
Moonroof,
Chroine
Wheels,
Spoiler.
ST # P 1

54,000 MILES
Leather
Alloy Wheels
Stk #P7653

$15,595

2010 JEEP WRANGLER SAHARA
18.000 MILES
NAV. Automatic. 18' Alloy
VVheels Stk. #CP972

Stk #P7654

Jeep

2008 BUICK LACROSSE CXL
53.000 MILES
Heated, Leather. Moonroof
Alloy Wheels Stk #P7649
1*1
USED VEHICLES

$14,795

$25,995

$18,695

2008 DODGE DAKOTA LARAMIE 2010 DODGE CHARGER SXT 2010 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING
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24,000 MILES

23,000 MILES

T/C. PW, PL, CD, Satellite
Radio Stk *Cr -

Stow-N-Go Satellite Radio
Alloy Wheels Stk *CP976

,

Jeep
$17,895
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"Whatever ii takes, we want to be your car or truck company.. 2400 E. Wood St., Paris, TNI
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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San Fran to ban toys in
some fast food kids meals

AP Photo:The Enquirer. Wili Velarde
BRIDGE UGHTS: New necklace lights
on the 145-year-old John A. Roebling
Suspension
Bridge, seen from east side cf the bridg
e in Covington, were turned on Monday night,
Nov. 8,
during the Monday night football game
against the Pittsburgh Steelers. Paul Brow
n stadium is
seen in the background.

Obama nostalgic on return
trip this week to Indonesia
By ERICA WERNER
those days.
felt the difference in Jakana
Associated Press
"When you when you arrived this
afterJAK ARTA,Indonesia(AP) —
visit a place noon." Yudhoyono told
Obama
Barack Obama marveled at the
that you spent at the state dinner. as
the presisights and sounds — the ricktime in as a dent looked on with a smile.
shaws. the cramped taxis — still
child as presi"You didn't see any paddy
vivid in his memories of boydent, it's a lit- fields in the middle of
the city,
hood in this Asian nation. More
tle disorient- or see fields where
you might
than four decades later. the presing." the presi- have played soccer and
flown
ident said it was "a little disorident said at a kites in the past." Yudho
Mania
yono
enting" to see the sprawling,
news confer- said.
built-up capital.
ence.
"You didn't see pets like monA shopping mall built in 1%2.
When he arrived here as a boy., keys
and infant crocodiles like
nov.. dwarfed by glitzy high- people rode about
on bicycle your excellency' might
once
rises. was the only building on rickshaws called becak
s, and on have had in your home
in
Jakarta's skyline he recognized. crowded little
taxis called Jakarta."
Obama said Tuesday.
bemos, the president said. seemYudhoyono also extolled
The bicycle rickshaws that ing to relish pronouncin
g the Obama's mother. who died in
plied the streets when he lived indonesian words of
his youth.
1995, and he presented Mama
here in the 1960s were nowhere
"The landscape has changed with a
niedal on her behalf.
to be seen as the president's lim- completely," °barna said.
Though he lives halfway.
ousine hurried along routes
"And now as president. can't aroun
d the world now. the presicleared for his motorcade — even see any traffic becau
se dent
sought
to
assure
though he still said "my under- they block off all the streets."
Indonesians that he wanted to
standing is that Jakarta traffic is
Obama arrived in Indonesia keep the
country' of his youth
pretty tough." In fact, Jakarta Tuesday and was leaving close
to him and his family. It
has changed, even as Obarna's Wednesday, a brief but long- was
first lady Michelle Obama's
own circumstances have dra- awaited visit cut even shorter first
trip here. and the president
matically. altered since the days because of the threat to air traf- said he
would like to return one
he played and studied in a hum- fic from volcanic ash spewed by day with
daughters Sasha and
Mount Merapi. Two previously. Malia.
ble neighborhood here.
"As a young boy.
Menteng scheduled visits had been canSaid the president: "I promise
Dalam 40 years ago, I could celed, first because of final that it won't take
so long before
never imagine that 1 would one negotiations on the health care I come back."
day be hosted here," Obama told bill and then because of the Gulf
Indonesia's president during of Mexico oil spill.
Those repeat cancellations and
toasts at the state palace, referring to the area he lived in as a the brevity of Obama's stay
child. "Never mind as president somewhat
dampened
of the United States. I didn't Indonesians' once sky-high
think 1 would be stepping into enthusiasm about welconiing
their native son. Nonetheless.
this building. ever."
Obama moved here in 1%7 at people throughout this vast
age 6 after his divorced mother. nation of 17,000 islands gathStanley Ann Dunham, remarried ered around television sets
an Indonesian man who moved Tuesday to watch Air Force One
the family to Jakarta. She stayed touch down. and the president
on after the marriage broke up. and first lady emerge into the
to heur it. too:
working as an anthroitologist hot. humid afternoon.
And
President
To report a news ifeni or to.
Susilo
and development aid worker,
suggest a story idea. call
but Obama retumed to Hawaii Bambang Yudhoyono seemed as
the Ledgei & Times
eager
as
Obam
a
to
evoke
the
when he was 10 to live with his
Nelks Department today,
U.S. president's childhood here.
grandparents.
and take note of the alterations
753-1916. exl. 26
Mama indulged in some wistthe years have made.
fulness about the changes, both
"Your excellency must have
to Jakarta and himself. since

By TREVOR HUNNICUTT
tood marketers with being com- Better
Business Bureaus.
For The Accociateci Press
plicit in the country's growing
McDonald's says its meals
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
childhood obesity rates. They advert
ised to children meet govIt's a hz.ppy moment for people
hope other cities arid counties ernme
nt nutritional standards.
who see the Happy Meal as anynationwide will follow their liniiti
ng total calories to 6(X) per
thing but.
lead.
meal and capping fats and sugSan Francisco is poised to
"This will be a sign to the fast- ars.
The company also agreed to
become
the
first
major food industry that it's
time to curtail advertising in
American city to prohibit fast
schools
phase out its predatory' market- and
promote healthy lifestyles
food restaurants from including
ing to children at large." said in all
marketing efforts directed
toys with children's meals that
Deborah Lapidus, a senior at
children.
do not meet nutritional guide- organ
izer with Boston-based
"McDonald's remains comCorporate
Accountabiliiy mitted to responsible
line
marketing
Thse measure passed on a pre- Intern
ational, a watchdog group practi
ces. including advertising
liminary vote by the city's that
supported the legislation.
and promotional campaigns for
Board of Supervisors last week,
A similar ordinance has our
youngest customers."
and was expected to win final
already' been approved in McDon
ald's senior vice presipassage Tuesday with enough Califo
rnia's Santa Clara County. dent
for marketing. Neil
votes to survive a likely veto by where
it affected about a dozen Golden, said
in a statement to
Mayor Gavin Newsom.
restaurants.
The Associated Press.
The ordinance, which would
The industry, which favors
McDonald's sent several sengo into effect in December of self-regu
lation, says there is no ior executives
and others to San
next year, prohibits toy give- evide
nce that San Francisco's Francisco to oppos
e the measaways in fast food children's law
will halt the expanse of chil- ure in person
.
meals that have more than 640 dren's
waistlines and the disAs it was being drafted.
milligrams of sodium,600 calo- eases
associated with obesity, amended
and discussed over
ries or 35 percent of their calo- such
as hypertension. diabetes several month
s. Corporate
ries from fat The law also and
heart disease.
Accountability ran a local newswould limit saturated fats and
McDonaid's and Burger King paper adver
tisement signed by
trans fats and require fruits or Corp.
are among 17 major food physicians,
community activists
vegetables to be served with and bever
age marketers who and small restau
rants that called
each meal with a tov.
have signed on to the Children's on Board
of Supervisors swing
The legislation is a big victory Food
and Beverage Advertising voter Bevan
Dufty to support
for activists and public health Initia
tive, a self-regulation the measu
re.
advocates who have charged effort
run by the Council of
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Home Decor, Greeting Cards. Party
Supplies.
Board Games. Toys. 81. So Much Morel

114

Thurs 10am-6pm
Fri. 10am-6pm
Sat. 10am--tpm

110 2wee. 9,441)41sta/

Next to
Trends N Treasures
1306G 641 South
Murray, KY
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HAVE YOU HEARD
A GREAT NEWS T1P?
iv, wan/
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Thefollowing is a list of
restaurants who are
participating in this event:

•

THURSL)AV. NO\ I NI BUZ 1 I H
f

1110Vetem r
d!"

; '14 I

N.lemori a I-

August Moon, Bad Bob's BBQ, Big
Apple Cafe, Brother's BBQ, Burger
King, Captain D's, Culver's, Dinh
Vietnamese Egg Roll, Dumplin's, El
Mariachi Loco, Gatti's Pizza, Gloria's
World Village, Holme's Restaurant
.
Jasmine, King Billet, La Cocina
Mexicana, Mary's Kitchen, Mugs
y's
Flideout, Nick's. Pagliai's Pizza,
Pizza
Pro, Quizno's, Renfroe's Hih Burge
r,
Ruby Renee's, Sirloin Stockade
.
Snappy Tomato Pizza, Taco Johns, The
Burrito Shack, The Keg, The Olive
.
Tumbleweed. Victor's Sandwiches.
We would also like to thank
K-Squared Designs
& innovative Printing.

•

Friday, November 19
Calloway County High School Cafeteria
Keynote Speaker: Stan Key
University ofKentsuky Alumni Associatio
n Director
University of Kentucky and CCHS Alumnus
(UK: 1968-1972 CCHS 1964-1968)

Meet and Greet
6:00-6:30 pm
Dinner and Program — 6:30 pm
$20 Per Person — Tables of 8 $150
Come out to support the Lakers and have a great
time
withfirmer teammates and roaches!
Reservations can be made by mail, photic or e-m
ail:
Mail to: CCHS-Teri Futrell
2108 College Farm Road, Murray KY 42071
Email: teri.futrell@calloway.kyschools.us
Phone:(270) 293-5523
SPONSORED BY THE CCHS BACKBOARD
CLUB

